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Abstract: Hydrosilation reactions represent an important class 
of chemical transformations and there has been considerable 
recent interest in expanding the scope of these reactions by 
developing new catalysts. A major theme to emerge from these 
investigations is the development of catalysts with electrophilic 
character that transfer electrophilicity to silicon via Si—H 
activation. This type of mechanism has been proposed for 
catalysts ranging from Group 4 transition metals to Group 15 
main group species. Additionally, other electrophilic silicon 
species, such as silylene complexes and η3-H2SiRR’ complexes, 
have been identified as intermediates in hydrosilation reactions. 
In this Review, different types of catalysts are compared to 
highlight the range of hydrosilation mechanisms that feature 
electrophilic silicon centers, and the importance of these 
catalysts to the development of new hydrosilation reactions is 
discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Hydrosilation reactions are a broad class of catalytic 
transformations in which a Si—H bond is added to an 
unsaturated functional group.[1] Suitable substrates include, but 
are not limited to: olefins,[2] alkynes,[3] ketones,[4] carboxylate 
esters,[5] amides,[6] imines,[7] nitriles,[8] and pyridines.[9] Owing to 
the variety of viable substrates, these reactions have 
applications ranging from industrial processes to laboratory 
scale syntheses. For example, olefin hydrosilation reactions are 
industrially important for the synthesis of silane reagents and for 
crosslinking of silicone polymers. Catalytic hydrosilations of 
other substrates (e.g. carbonyl compounds, nitriles, imines) have 
been developed as useful laboratory methods for the reduction 
of various functional groups. These reduction reactions combine 
exceptional reducing power (comparable to LiAlH4) with high 
selectivity (e.g. ester to aldehyde conversion,[10] amide to imine 
conversion,[11] CO2 reduction,[12] etc.) while making use of 
bench-stable hydridosilanes (e.g. Et3SiH, Et2SiH2, etc.) as 
reducing agents. 
The power, selectivity, and efficiency of hydrosilation 
reactions are enabled by the variety of catalysts and catalytic 
cycles available for these reactions. Thus, there has been 
longstanding interest in understanding the mechanisms of these 
transformations and applying this knowledge to catalyst 
development. This review will examine hydrosilation catalysts for 
which the generation of an electrophilic silicon center is key to 
the activation of the unsaturated substrate.[13-16] These types of 
mechanisms were first proposed in the 1990’s and a range of 
distinct mechanisms are now known that share electrophilic 
silicon as a common feature. Likewise, these types of 
mechanisms are operative for an incredibly wide range of 
catalysts based on transition metals or main group Lewis acids.  
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The mechanisms described in this review differ considerably 
from those determined in early studies of olefin and ketone 
hydrosilation reactions using platinum and rhodium catalysts 
(Scheme 1). An important requirement for these catalysts is their 
ability to readily engage in oxidative addition, reductive 
elimination, and migratory insertion processes. These steps are 
important to the Chalk-Harrod and modified Chalk-Harrod 
mechanisms for olefin hydrosilation reactions that were first 
elucidated for platinum catalysts in the 1960’s.[17] A closely 
related mechanism for rhodium-catalyzed ketone hydrosilations 
was proposed by Ojima in 1975.[18] These mechanisms allow for 
efficient catalysis, but the requirement of two-electron oxidative 
addition/reductive elimination steps has largely limited the range 
of available catalysts to platinum group metals. These catalysts 
are expensive and have additional drawbacks such as a 
tendency to engage in β-hydride eliminations that can lead to the 
formation of undesired side-products (e.g., those derived from 
olefin isomerization).[1] Thus, there has been considerable 
interest in developing new catalysts for hydrosilation reactions 
that do not rely on Chalk-Harrod type mechanisms. 
A major advance in the discovery of new hydrosilation 
mechanisms appeared in the 1990’s with the first reports of the 
strong Lewis acid B(C6F5)3 as a hydrosilation catalyst.[19] This 
simple Lewis acid catalyst cannot engage in the reaction steps 
necessary for Chalk-Harrod type catalytic cycles, and thus, the 
ionic hydrosilation mechanism was proposed to explain the 
catalytic activity of B(C6F5)3 in ketone hydrosilation reactions 
(Scheme 2, A). In this mechanism, the electrophilic borane 
activates the Si—H bond of a silane to enhance electrophilic 
character at silicon. This enables the transfer of R3Si+ to the 
nucleophilic oxygen of the ketone substrate to form key ionic  
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Scheme 1. Chalk-Harrod type hydrosilation mechanisms. 
intermediates [R2C=OàSiR3]+ and [HB(C6F5)3]-. The B(C6F5)3 
catalyst has since been applied to the hydrosilation of many 
substrates including olefins,[20] ketones,[19] and esters.[21] This 
catalyst is also useful for related transformations such as the 
reductive cleavage of C—O[22]  and C—X[23] (X = halogen) bonds 
using hydridosilane reagents. Many other hydrosilation reactions 
appear to operate via polarization of the silane Si—H bond upon 
coordination to an electrophilic catalyst, with examples featuring 
main group Lewis acid catalysts (e.g. based on aluminum, 
phosphorus, and zinc; see Section 2) as well as transition metal 
catalysts (e.g. utilizing iridium, ruthenium, rhenium, and 
tungsten; see Sections 3-5). 
There are other hydrosilation mechanisms that rely on the 
generation of an electrophilic silicon center, but involve 
intermediates that are distinct from those invoked in the ionic 
mechanism (Scheme 2, B and C). For example, a mechanism 
proposed in 1995 involves the coordination of a ketone substrate 
to the silicon center of a [Rh]—SiR2H ligand to generate an 
intermediate featuring a 5-coordinate silicon center.[24] This 
particular mechanism has not been experimentally supported, 
but some of its key features have since been implicated in other 
electrophilic hydrosilation mechanisms. For example, transition 
metal silylene complexes bind and activate substrates at the 
metal-bound silicon center, which has Lewis acidic character 
(Scheme 2, B).[15-16] In these reactions, a metal-silicon bond is 
preserved upon binding of the substrate, but the resulting adduct 
possesses a silicon center that is 4-coordinate rather than 5-
coordinate. However, more recently reported hydrosilation 
mechanisms do invoke the formation of intermediates in which 
the substrate binds to a 5- or 6-coordinate silicon center 
(Scheme 2, C).[25] In these latter examples, the silicon center 
engages in multiple M—H—Si interactions that keep it bound to 
the metal center even upon substrate coordination at silicon. 
Thus, these examples exhibit significant similarities to the ionic 
hydrosilation mechanism (i.e. M—H—Si interactions render the 
Si center electrophilic) and the silylene hydrosilation mechanism 
(i.e. silicon-substrate adduct remains in the coordination sphere 
of the catalyst). 
 
Scheme 2. Hydrosilation via electrophilic silane activation. 
 This mechanistically-focused Review will compare and 
contrast the silane activation mechanisms of a variety of 
hydrosilation catalysts, including main group Lewis acids, 
silylene complexes, and η3-silane complexes. We note that in 
some cases, electrophilic catalysts, including Lewis and 
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Brønsted acids, can activate ketone or aldehyde substrates 
rather than the silane reagent;[26] however, these catalysts and 
mechanisms are not discussed in the present Review.  
Mechanistic comparisons of electrophilic silane activations are 
enabled by major recent advances that elucidate the structures 
of key silicon intermediates. For example, borane-silane[27] and 
alane-silane[28] adducts have only recently been isolated and 
characterized, and these studies provide definitive support for 
intermediates that had long been inferred based on indirect 
experimental evidence. Similarly, structural data was recently 
obtained for a cationic ruthenium silylene complex that catalyzes 
olefin hydrosilation reactions.[29] Furthermore, electrophilic 
hydrosilation mechanisms involving intermediates with multiple 
M—(µ-H)—Si interactions are recent additions to the field.[25,30]  
As described in this Review, a key feature of many of 
these electrophilic catalysts is the activation of one or more Si—
H bonds without significant back donation provided to silicon, 
thus generating an electrophilic silicon center. A second key 
feature of these mechanisms is that the unsaturated substrate is 
activated by direct interaction with the electrophilic silicon center. 
Other features of these mechanisms vary quite widely and will 
be examined: the presence or absence of a metal-silicon bond, 
the coordination number of the electrophilic silicon center, 
substrate attack before or after full cleavage of the Si—H bond, 
frontside or backside attack of substrate with respect to the 
activated Si—H bond, and insertion of the substrate into the 
activated Si—H bond or into a different Si—H bond on the 
silicon center. 
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2. Main Group Lewis Acid Catalysts 
There has been considerable progress in the development of 
main group compounds that can replicate catalytic 
transformations associated with transition metal complexes.[31] In 
the field of hydrosilation catalysis, a variety of Lewis acids have 
been identified that operate by Si—H coordination to the catalyst, 
which renders the silicon center electrophilic, particularly since 
main group species usually cannot provide back-donation into 
the Si–H σ* orbital. This section highlights various main group 
hydrosilation catalysts that operate by variants of the ionic 
hydrosilation mechanism shown in Scheme 2a. For the majority 
of these Lewis acids, intermediate silane adducts are not directly 
observed but are implied by indirect experimental evidence. 
Notably however, two examples of adducts of main group Lewis 
acids (boranes and alanes) with silanes were recently isolated 
and structurally characterized.[27,28] These structures mark an 
exciting advance in the study of main group-catalyzed 
hydrosilations by providing the first direct evidence for η1-silane 
intermediates in main group chemistry. These advances, 
described below, offer the opportunity for direct structural 
comparison of these electrophilic silicon species with those 
involving transition metals. 
2.1. Boron catalysts 
The first study of hydrosilation catalyzed by B(C6F5)3 (1) was 
reported by Piers in 1996, and described transformation of 
aromatic aldehyde, ketone, and ester substrates to silyl ether 
products.[19] In the decade following this seminal work, 
Gevorgyan, Yamamoto, and others extended the substrate 
scope of B(C6F5)3 catalysis to the reduction of aldehydes, esters, 
ethers, and alcohols to hydrocarbon products.[22] B(C6F5)3 has 
remained the most prominent main group hydrosilation catalyst 
for the last twenty years due to its efficient and selective 
catalysis for a broad range of substrates.  
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The mechanism of ketone hydrosilation by B(C6F5)3 is 
presented in Scheme 3.[32] The majority of the catalyst is trapped 
as an off-cycle ketone adduct, and ketone dissociation followed 
by silane coordination must occur to generate small quantities of 
a Si–H···B intermediate. The Si–O bond of the silyl ether is 
formed by coordination of the ketone substrate to the 
electrophilic silicon center, which breaks the Si–H bond. Hydride 
transfer from the borohydride to the silylcarboxonium ion 
furnishes the silyl ether product. 
 
Scheme 3. Mechanism of ketone hydrosilation catalysis by B(C6F5)3. 
Extensive mechanistic studies have been performed that 
support the mechanism shown in Scheme 3. Kinetics 
experiments performed by Piers demonstrated that higher 
concentrations of ketone decrease the rate of hydrosilation 
catalysis, and that the least basic substrates are reduced most 
rapidly, arguing against a ketone activation pathway.[19] 
Stereochemical experiments using a chiral silane substrate, 
performed by Oestreich (Scheme 4), demonstrated an inversion 
of stereochemistry at silicon during hydrosilation, consistent with 
an SN2-Si mechanism for the Si–O bond forming step.[33] 
 
Scheme 4. Stereochemical experiment to assess the mechanism of B(C6F5)3-
catalyzed hydrosilation. 
A wide range of reactions are catalyzed by B(C6F5)3 via an 
ionic hydrosilation mechanism, and particularly challenging 
transformations are highlighted in Scheme 5. B(C6F5)3 catalyzes 
the reduction of esters to silyl acetals, which can be cleaved to 
aldehyde products under acidic conditions (Scheme 5, A).[21]  
The 1,4-hydrosilation of pyridines is also catalyzed by B(C6F5)3 
at elevated temperatures (Scheme 5, B).[34] Additionally, the C–
H silylation of electron-rich aromatic compounds is catalyzed by 
B(C6F5)3 in the absence of a hydrogen acceptor (Scheme 5, 
C).[35] Related reactions, such as deoxygenation of alcohols and 
cleavage of alkyl ethers, are also catalyzed by B(C6F5)3 
(Scheme 5, D and E) and represent convenient methods to 
cleave the strong C–O bonds of these substrates.[22] Although 
detailed mechanistic studies have not been performed for all of 
these transformations, the electrophilic silane activation pathway 
has been proposed to operate in these diverse processes. 
 
Scheme 5. Examples of catalysis by B(C6F5)3 featuring electrophilic silane 
activation. 
There have been extensive attempts to directly observe the 
Et3Si–H···B(C6F5)3 intermediate by low-temperature 
spectroscopic studies; however, this proposed intermediate has 
remained elusive. Thus, it is notable that an adduct between 
triethylsilane and 1,2,3-tris(pentafluorophenyl)-4,5,6,7-
tetrafluoro-1-boraindene (2) was recently characterized in 
solution and in the solid state (Scheme 6).[27] This borane serves 
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as a model for B(C6F5)3 that is rendered more Lewis acidic due 
to its anti-aromaticity.  
The boraindene–silane adduct 2•HSiEt3 has Si–H and B–H 
distances of 1.51(2) Å and 1.46(2) Å, respectively, which 
suggest a relatively weak Si–H···B interaction (typical Si–H 
distances of silanes are ~1.48 Å[36] and B–H distances of 
perfluorohydridoborate anions are 1.14 Å[37]). Variable 
temperature 1H NMR spectroscopy revealed that adduct 
formation is favored below room temperature in toluene-d8. A 
decrease in the 1JSi–H coupling constant of triethylsilane from 177 
Hz at 298 K  to 107 Hz at 213 K is consistent with a weakening 
of the Si–H bond upon interaction with boron (JSi–H = 180 Hz for 
free Et3SiH). This weakening was also observed by IR 
spectroscopic comparison of the Si–H stretching frequency for 
the boraindene adduct (1918 cm–1) versus free Et3SiH (2103 
cm–1). 
 
 
Scheme 6. Triethylsilane coordination to a boraindene Lewis acid 2. 
 Although hydrosilation studies were not reported for 2, 
initial indications are that the coordinated silane is electrophilic. 
Adduct 2•HSiEt3 reacted with bis(triphenylphosphine)iminium 
chloride, [PPN][Cl], to form a hydridoborate compound by Si–H 
cleavage and formation of Et3Si–Cl (Scheme 7). This result 
demonstrates that the silicon center of the boraindene-bound 
 
Scheme 7. Reaction of 2•HSiEt3 with a chloride nucleophile. 
silane is sufficiently electrophilic to react with a chloride 
nucleophile. Further studies are needed to assess whether 
compound 2 is a viable hydrosilation catalyst that operates via a 
SN2-Si mechanism. 
The previous examples of boron compounds discussed in this 
section have utilized extensive ligand fluorination to promote 
strong Lewis acidity. Another strategy alters the charge of the 
compound to enhance its Lewis acidity, and these cationic boron 
complexes, called borenium ions, can display Lewis acidity that 
is comparable to, or greater than, that of B(C6F5)3. A planar-
chiral ferrocenylborenium catalyst (3, Scheme 8) catalyzes 
ketone hydrosilation in moderate yield (60% for acetophenone) 
and modest enantiomeric excess (20% ee).[38] Although a full 
mechanistic study has not been completed for this catalyst, loss 
of H–Si–CH2 3-bond J-coupling was observed by 1H NMR 
spectroscopy for triethylsilane in the presence of the borenium 
catalyst 3 at 65 °C, suggesting that a Si–H···B adduct may be 
formed as a transient intermediate.  
 
Scheme 8. Borenium cation catalysts for ketone hydrosilation. 
A second example of a cationic catalyst for ketone 
hydrosilation features a 9-BBN borenium complex of 2,6-lutidine 
(4, Scheme 8).[39] To rule out catalysis by a ketone activation 
pathway, an independently-synthesized boronate complex was 
prepared, as this intermediate would be formed upon hydride 
transfer to a borenium–ketone adduct. Experiments demonstrate 
that this boronate complex is not catalytically competent, 
suggesting that the borenium ion catalyst activates the silane 
substrate instead of the ketone during catalysis. 
2.2. Aluminum catalysts 
Aluminum compounds are attractive electrophilic catalysts 
due to their inherently high Lewis acidity. An isolable adduct 
between triethylsilane and Al(C6F5)3 (5), the second-row 
analogue of the of the widely-used B(C6F5)3, has recently been 
reported.[28] The X-ray crystallographic data for Et3Si–
H···Al(C6F5)3 (5•HSiEt3) suggest a weak silane–alane interaction, 
with a Si–H distance of 1.475(16) Å, and an Al–H distance of 
1.865(16) Å (Scheme 9). The 1JSi–H coupling constant of the 
silane–alane adduct in cyclohexane-d12 indicates that the Si–H 
bond is partially activated by interaction with Al(C6F5)3 (JSi–H = 
180 Hz for free Et3SiH versus 104 Hz for Et3Si–H···Al(C6F5)3). 
Note that structural and spectroscopic data for the Si—H bond in 
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silane-alane adduct 5•HSiEt3 are very similar to those described 
for the silane-boraindene adduct 2•HSiEt3.[27] 
 
 
 
Scheme 9. Triethylsilane coordination to Al(C6F5)3. 
Reactivity studies demonstrate that the silicon center is 
rendered electrophilic upon Si–H coordination to Al(C6F5)3 
(Scheme 10). Silane redistribution is catalyzed by Al(C6F5)3 to 
convert tertiary silanes into secondary and quaternary silanes. It 
is noteworthy that B(C6F5)3 is essentially inactive for silane 
redistribution reactions. Additionally, Al(C6F5)3 catalyzes the 
hydrosilation of unactivated alkenes under mild conditions, with 
a 26-fold rate enhancement relative to B(C6F5)3. For both 
transformations, the Si–H···Al interaction promotes nucleophilic 
attack by either another equivalent of silane (for redistribution 
reactions) or alkene (for hydrosilation reactions). Lastly, 
Al(C6F5)3 exhibited substantially diminished reactivity for ketone 
hydrosilation relative to B(C6F5)3 (16% conversion of tBuC(O)Me 
and HSiPhMe2 after 12 h with Al, versus >95% conversion after  
 
Scheme 10. Silane redistribution and alkene hydrosilation catalysed by 
Al(C6F5)3. 
0.1 h with B). This lower activity was attributed to the high 
oxophilicity of Al(C6F5)3, which disfavors the ketone dissociation 
that is necessary to form the catalytically-active silane-alane 
adduct. 
The different Lewis acidities of the aluminum compound 5 
and its boron congener 1 may be exploited in some reactions. In 
particular, it was recently reported that 5 and 1 can act together 
to carry out the reduction of CO2 to CH4 using Et3SiH as a 
reductant (Scheme 11).[40] Loadings of 5 mol % of each catalyst 
provide a high yield of CH4 (94 %) after 5 h at 80 °C in C6D5Br, 
while either catalyst alone provided at best a 16 % yield even 
after longer reaction times. The observed reactivity was 
attributed to the ability of each catalyst to mediate different 
portions of the multistep transformation of CO2 into methane. It 
was determined that the more Lewis acidic aluminum catalyst 5 
can easily activate CO2 and the silane to undergo a 
monohydrosilation process at ambient temperatures. This 
process only occurs stoichiometrically because the resulting silyl 
formate product is too basic to dissociate from 5. The less Lewis 
acidic boron catalyst 1 is incapable of activating CO2 in this 
manner, but is capable of mediating the remaining hydrosilations 
steps to form methane from the initial silyl formate product.  
 
Scheme 11. Differing reactivities of the Lewis acids Al(C6F5)3 (5) and B(C6F5)3 
(1) provide a complete pathway for the reduction of CO2 to CH4 using Et3SiH. 
 
Scheme 12. Proposed mechanism of cyclopropyl hydrosilation catalysed by 
aluminum(III) chloride. 
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 Aluminum(III) chloride (6) has been reported to catalyze 
the hydrosilation of cyclopropanes (Scheme 12).[41] Although 
mechanistic experiments are not reported, this transformation is 
proposed to proceed via silane coordination to AlCl3, followed by 
electrophilic cyclopropyl ring opening and hydride transfer 
events.  
Lastly, a well-defined cationic aluminum complex supported 
by a tridentate scorpionate ligand (7) has been reported to 
catalyze hydrosilations of ketones, aldehydes, and imines 
(Scheme 13).[42] Preliminary mechanistic studies indicate that 
acetophenone does not coordinate to the aluminum catalyst, 
whereas loss of H–Si–CH2 3-bond J-coupling is observed for 
triethylsilane in the presence of the catalyst 7 above 45 °C. 
Additionally, H/D exchange between Et3SiD and Ph2SiH2 is 
catalyzed by 7. These observations are consistent with a 
hydrosilation mechanism analogous to that of B(C6F5)3. 
 
Scheme 13. Ketone hydrosilation catalyzed by a cationic aluminum complex. 
2.3. Silicon catalysts 
Both neutral and cationic silicon Lewis acids have been 
demonstrated to catalyze hydrosilations of aldehydes and 
ketones; however, mechanistic studies suggest that these 
catalysts activate the carbonyl-containing substrate rather than 
the silane reagent. For example, our research group has 
demonstrated that a neutral bis(perfluorocatecholato)silane 
compound catalyzes hydrosilation of electron-deficient 
aldehydes.[26c] Experiments using a chiral silane substrate, (R)-
Me(α-Np)PhSiH, indicate that this reaction proceeds with 
predominant stereochemical retention at silicon, consistent with 
an aldehyde activation mechanism. There is evidence that 
cationic silylium species, SiR3+, also operate by analogous 
mechanisms.[21,43] 
 It is possible that other silicon-based catalysts may form 
electrophilic silane adducts that are catalytically competent. 
Promisingly, cationic silylium species can coordinate silanes to 
form nearly linear, symmetrical, hydride-bridged compounds of 
the form [R3Si–H–SiR3]+. Three crystallographically 
characterized examples are [Et3Si–H–SiEt3][CHB11Cl11], [Me3Si–
H–SiMe3][CHB11Cl11], and [Et3Si–H–SiEt3][B(C6F5)4].[44] 
Oestreich has recently proposed that backside attack of a [R3Si–
H–SiR3]+ species by an imine could be a viable pathway for 
silylium-catalyzed imine hydrosilation, provided that the silicon 
substrate is not sterically hindered.[45] Thorough mechanistic 
studies are needed to assess whether Si–H–Si species are 
viable intermediates during catalysis. 
2.4. Phosphorus catalysts 
Although P(III) compounds are generally Lewis bases, 
cationic P(III) and P(V) centers can exhibit potent Lewis acidity. 
Stephan has reported cationic and dicationic phosphonium 
compounds (8 and 9, Scheme 14) as efficient catalysts for the 
hydrosilation of alkenes, alkynes, ketones, imines, and nitriles.[46] 
The monocationic catalyst 8 requires perfluorinated ligands for 
strongly Lewis acidic properties, whereas the dicationic 
phosphonium salt 9 does not require ligand fluorination to attain 
comparable Lewis acidity. The 1H NMR Si–H signal of Et3SiH is 
broadened, with loss of H–Si–CH2 3-bond J-coupling, upon 
treatment with [(C6F5)3PF][B(C6F5)4], consistent with a Si···H···P 
interaction. DFT calculations suggest that the silane substrate 
interacts with the σ* orbital opposite the P–F bond, and that this 
interaction results in a stabilization by ΔH = –15.2 kcal/mol. DFT 
studies of the ketone hydrosilation mechanism for 
[(C6F5)3PF][B(C6F5)4] have a slightly lower free energy barrier for 
the silane activation mechanism (19.0 kcal/mol) compared to a 
ketone activation pathway (21.5 kcal/mol). 
 
Scheme 14. Cationic phosphonium hydrosilation catalysts. 
The reduction of phosphine oxides using silane reagents is 
also catalyzed by phosphonium compounds 8 and 9 (Scheme 
15).[47] Catalysts 8 and 9 are more active phosphine 
deoxygenation catalysts than B(C6F5)3, which is attributed to 
their greater Lewis acidity. The proposed mechanism is 
analogous to that suggested for hydrosilations catalyzed by 
B(C6F5)3, with the phosphonium–silane interaction promoting 
nucleophilic attack at silicon by the phosphine oxide. 
 
Scheme 15. Catalytic deoxygenation of phosphine oxides. 
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2.5. Zinc catalysts 
Ionic hydrosilation mechanisms have been implicated in 
several recent examples of zinc-catalyzed transformations of 
challenging substrates. Zinc acetate (10) catalyzes the reduction 
of amides to amines[48a] and of esters to alcohols[48b] using silane 
reducing agents (Scheme 16). Preliminary mechanistic studies 
demonstrate that an adduct is formed between zinc acetate and 
triethoxysilane in THF-d8, as assessed by 29Si NMR 
spectroscopy (δ = 82.2 ppm, versus 59.2 ppm for free (EtO)3SiH). 
Furthermore, no interaction between zinc acetate and N,N-
dimethylbenzamide is observed by IR spectroscopy. Based on 
this evidence, zinc acetate is proposed to operate by an ionic 
hydrosilation mechanism. 
 
Scheme 16. Reduction of amides and esters catalyzed by zinc acetate. 
 
Scheme 17. Nitrile hydrosilation catalysed by ArNacNacZnH (Ar = 2,6-
diisopropyl-phenyl). 
Nikonov and coworkers have reported nitrile hydrosilation 
to N-silyl imine products catalyzed by ArNacNacZnH (11, Ar = 
2,6-diisopropyl-phenyl), and thorough mechanistic experiments 
are consistent with an ionic hydrosilation mechanism (Scheme 
17).[49] Treatment of ArNacNacZnH with benzonitrile results in a 
vinylideneamido–zinc complex ArNacNacZn–N=CHPh (12). 
However, this reaction is slow, and this zinc amide species fails 
to react with silanes to regenerate ArNacNacZnH, which rules out 
a pathway involving insertion of the nitrile into the Zn–H bond. 
Instead, kinetics experiments are consistent with coordination of 
the silane to ArNacNacZnH, followed by hydride transfer to the 
nitrile substrate and simultaneous N–Si bond formation via a six-
membered transition state. 
 
3. Hydrosilations by Electrophilic Transition 
Metal H—SiR3 σ-Complexes 
3.1. General Considerations for the Study of Electrophilic 
Hydrosilation Mechanisms Involving Transition Metals  
 
Many transition metal complexes feature highly 
electrophilic metal centers, and can conceivably activate Si—H 
bonds via the ionic hydrosilation mechanism demonstrated for 
main-group Lewis acids (Scheme 2A and Scheme 3). However, 
the comparatively complex reactivity of d-block metals makes 
the study of electrophilic Si—H activation more challenging for 
transition metals vs. main group Lewis acids. The most 
significant factor that complicates the study of mechanisms for 
d-block metal catalysts is back-donation from the transition 
metal center to the Si—H σ*-orbital, which can compensate for 
the depletion of electron density from silicon upon coordination 
of the Si—H bond to the metal (Scheme 18).[50] Thus, it cannot 
generally be assumed that η2-H—SiR3 complexes of d-block 
metals feature a silicon center with substantial electrophilic 
character.[50c] However, cationic character of the metal complex 
is one obvious factor that correlates with electrophilic character 
at the silicon center of a coordinated silane. The positive charge 
on the metal center increases its electron-withdrawing power 
while also diminishing the strength of back-donation. As 
described in the following sections, cationic metal catalysts are 
usually (though not always) involved when electrophilic σ-H—
SiR3 ligands are implicated in transition metal catalyzed 
hydrosilation reactions. 
 
Scheme 18. Comparison of interactions between transition metals and silanes 
with respect to structure, strength of back-donation, and electrophilicity at 
silicon. 
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Analysis of bonding in Si—H σ-complexes reveals certain 
structural features that can be useful for indicating the extent of 
back-donation from the metal center. It has been shown that the 
M—Si distance is particularly sensitive to the extent of back-
donation to the Si—H σ*-orbital.[50a–c] This can be attributed to 
size and electronegativity differences between silicon and 
hydrogen that allow the electron-rich hydrogen atom to easily 
approach the metal center, while the larger and more 
electropositive silicon atom makes a greater contribution to the 
Si—H σ*-orbital.[50e] Thus, it is expected that long M—Si 
distances (i.e. significantly longer than observed for silyl ligands 
of a given metal) will correlate with decreased back donation to 
silicon, and thus more electrophilic character at the silicon center 
(Scheme 18). Unfortunately, structural characterization data is 
only available for a small number of transition metal Si—H σ-
complexes implicated in electrophilic mechanisms,[51] thus 
limiting experimental insight. One of the best characterized 
examples, [(POCOP)Ir(H)(η1-H—SiEt3)]+, features a linear Ir—
H—Si angle that results in a very long Ir---Si distance (see 
Section 3.5),[51a]  but there is no clear evidence that more 
common side-on bound η2-H—SiR3 ligands cannot also be 
electrophilic. Some complexes that structurally appear to be 
metal silyl hydride species might even act as sources of 
electrophilic silicon due to significant contributions from H—
[M]àSiR3+ and [M]—HàSiR3+ resonance structures.[51b] 
Oxidative addition of the Si—H bond is another complication 
to the study of electrophilic Si—H σ-complex mechanisms that 
results when the transition metal can provide very strong back-
donation to the silane. As depicted in Scheme 1, oxidative 
addition of the Si—H bond is part of the Chalk-Harrod and 
modified Chalk-Harrod mechanisms for olefin hydrosilation, as 
well as the closely related Ojima mechanism for ketone 
hydrosilation (essentially the modified Chalk-Harrod cycle 
applied to carbonyl substrates).[17, 18] This provides a wider range 
of mechanistic possibilities for transition metal catalyzed 
hydrosilations than for main group Lewis acids. As a result, it is 
more difficult to clearly demonstrate when the electrophilic Si—H 
activation mechanism operates for transition metal catalysts. 
This can also be true even for transition metal complexes that do 
not engage in Si—H oxidative addition because there are other 
mechanisms available for Si—H activation at a transition metal 
complex (e.g. σ-bond metathesis,[52] or addition of Si—H bonds 
across metal-main group multiple bonds,[53] Scheme 19). Indeed, 
as described in Section 3.4, there are examples of rhenium-
based hydrosilation catalysts for which it is very difficult to 
confidently distinguish between mechanisms that involve 
electrophilic Si—H activation, Si—H activation by σ-bond 
metathesis, or Si—H activation by a Re=O double bond.[54] 
Considering the complexities of studying the mechanisms of 
transition metal catalyzed hydrosilations, it is unsurprising that 
the ionic hydrosilation mechanism was not demonstrated for 
transition metal catalysts until after it was identified for the main 
group Lewis acid B(C6F5)3. As described in the following 
sections, detailed studies conducted over the past decade 
provide convincing evidence for this hydrosilation mechanism 
involving several different transition metal catalysts, including 
complexes of tungsten, molybdenum, rhenium, ruthenium, and 
iridium. Furthermore, this mechanism appears to be important 
for enabling some of these catalysts to facilitate hydrosilation 
reactions exhibiting unique selectivities or involving challenging 
substrates. 
 
Scheme 19. Pathways for Si—H cleavage without oxidative addition. 
 
3.2. History of the Study of Electrophilic Si—H σ-
Complexes: Catalytic Silane Hydrolysis and Alcoholysis 
 
Before describing studies that reveal the involvement of 
electrophilic transition metal Si—H σ-complexes in hydrosilation 
reactions, it is worth highlighting the historical origins of these 
mechanisms in work on Si—H/O—H dehydrocoupling reactions 
(e.g. silane hydrolysis and alcoholysis). The first study of silane 
alcoholysis to implicate an electrophilic η2-H—SiR3 complex was 
reported by Crabtree in 1989 using the cationic iridium complex 
[(Ph3P)2(MeOH)2IrH2][SbF6] (13, Scheme 20) as a catalyst.[55]  
 
Scheme 20. Catalytic cycle for Ir+-catalyzed alcoholysis. 
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Previously known silane alcoholysis catalysts were believed to 
operate by mechanisms involving Si—H oxidative addition, but a 
number of observations suggested that 13 operates by a 
different mechanism than these other catalysts: 1) the cationic 
iridium complex exhibited considerably higher activity for the 
catalytic dehydrocoupling (TOF > 100,000 h-1 for some 
substrates at ambient temperatures in CD2Cl2) than observed for 
previous catalysts (low or no activity without heating); 2) the 
iridium complex was inactive for olefin hydrosilation and weakly 
active for ketone hydrosilation reactions that were usually 
believed to involve Si—H oxidative addition steps; 3) prior 
studies of the iridium complex revealed that it does not engage 
in oxidative addition of reactive substrates such as H2 or even 
CH3I.[56] Thus, a mechanism that does not involve Si—H 
oxidative addition was sought to account for the dehydrocupling 
activity of the iridium catalyst. 
It had previously been recognized that the cationic iridium 
center of [(Ph3P)2(THF)2IrH2][SbF6] could activate CH3I towards 
nucleophilic attack,[56b] and this suggested that this iridium center 
might similarly activate a silane upon formation of an η2-H—SiR3 
complex. Thus, the mechanism of silane alcoholysis was 
proposed to involve nucleophilic attack of the alcohol substrate 
on the silicon center of a coordinated silane (Scheme 20). 
Notably, the proposed mechanism involves intramolecular attack 
at silicon by an iridium-bound methanol ligand, whereas most 
subsequent studies of electrophilic Si—H activation involve 
intermolecular attack of the nucleophilic substrate at silicon. The 
proposed mechanism was supported by KIE investigations and 
other kinetics studies, but the proposed 
[(Ph3P)2Ir(H)2(MeOH)(η2-H—SiEt3)]+ intermediate could not be 
isolated or observed. A bis-η2-H—SiEt3 complex was tentatively 
observed by 1H NMR spectroscopy at -80 °C in dry CD2Cl2 in the 
absence of methanol, but this complex was unstable at room 
temperature. The fluorosilane Et3SiF was identified as a product 
of the decomposition, thus demonstrating the formation of an 
electrophilic silicon species capable of abstracting fluoride from 
the [SbF6]- anion. 
Since Crabtree’s seminal study, similar mechanisms have 
been proposed for silane alcoholysis or hydrolysis involving a 
variety of different electrophilic catalysts that are shown in 
Scheme 21. Many of these catalysts feature a cationic metal 
center that enhances their ability to impart electrophilic character 
to the silicon center of a coordinated silane.[57] However, there 
are some examples in which this type of mechanism was 
implicated for neutral metal complexes such as 14[58] and 15.[59] 
For the neutral Ni(II) based catalyst 14, it was noted that Si—H 
oxidative addition was unlikely since the ligand used was not 
expected to stabilize the unfavorable Ni(IV) oxidation state.[58] 
Other neutral electrophilic catalysts (e.g. Cr(CO)5 (15)) involve 
relatively low oxidation states for their respective metal 
centers.[59] In these examples, electrophilic character of the 
metal center and resistance to oxidative addition can be 
attributed to the presence of several electron withdrawing 
carbonyl ligands.[60] 
Scheme 21. Electrophilic metal fragments implicated in catalyzing silane 
alcoholysis reactions via electrophilic Si—H σ-complexes. With the exception 
of 13, these illustrations depict the fragment that was proposed to directly 
activate the Si—H bond, rather than the pre-catalyst added to the reaction. 
As with Crabtree’s cationic iridium catalyst, the electrophilic 
η2-H—SiR3 complexes generated from catalysts 14—19 were 
not isolated and fully characterized. The decomposition of the 
electrophilic η2-H—SiR3 species was often attributed to reaction 
with adventitious water or to reaction with the counterion.[57a,d] 
Remarkably, the formation of R3SiF byproducts was observed in 
some examples using [B(C6F5)4]- as the counterion, which 
demonstrates that the electrophilic silicon center could cleave 
even a very strong C—F bond.[57d] Despite this high reactivity, 
the proposed η2-H—SiR3 intermediates were often observed by 
NMR experiments conducted on samples generated in situ at 
low temperatures (commonly -78 °C in CD2Cl2),[57] and in some  
examples the Si—H σ-complex was stable at room 
temperature[57a] or could even be isolated.[57f] Improved NMR 
methods allowed for clearer identification of these silane σ-
complexes (based on JSiH coupling constants)[50a,c] than had 
been possible with the initial study on the cationic iridium system. 
The mechanisms proposed for these electrophilic catalysts 
involve intermolecular attack of the nucleophilic substrate at 
silicon, instead of intramolecular attack as described for the 
cationic iridium catalyst 13. Aside from this difference, the 
catalytic cycles have usually been depicted as essentially the 
same as that shown in Scheme 20 regardless of the catalyst 
used. One exception to this catalytic cycle was implicated by a 
DFT study of alcoholysis reactions using the cationic iron 
catalyst [CpFe(PPh3)(CO)]+ (18, Scheme 22).[57c] This 
computational investigation suggested that backside attack of  
 
Scheme 22. Transition states determined by DFT calculations for electrophilic 
attack of methanol at the silicon center of the truncated model compound 
[Cp(H3P)(OC)Fe(η2-H—SiH3)]+. 
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the alcohol substrate on the coordinated Si—H bond was a 
viable mechanistic pathway, but a frontside attack pathway was 
also examined. This latter pathway provided concerted Si—H 
bond cleavage, Si—O bond formation, and Fe—(η2-H2) 
formation, thus bypassing oxonium and terminal hydride 
intermediates. The frontside attack pathway was determined to 
have a lower energy barrier by 3.4 kcal/mol, but the authors 
noted that this could be an unrealistic artifact of truncating the 
catalyst and silane structures (i.e. replacement of alkyl and aryl 
groups with H).  
 
 
3.3. Early Transition Metals Involved in Electrophilic Si—H 
Activation: Tungsten, Molybdenum, and Zirconium. 
 
Mechanisms analogous to those implicated in catalytic silane 
alcoholysis reactions were not proposed for transition metal 
catalyzed ketone hydrosilations until more than a decade after 
the first examples were reported for the former reaction. A few 
factors appear to have contributed to the lag time between the 
discovery of these mechanisms for alcoholysis reactions and the 
implication of similar mechanisms for ketone hydrosilations: 
other mechanisms were well established for transition metal 
catalyzed ketone hydrosilations (see Introduction and Section 
3.1), it was assumed that ketones were insufficiently nucleophilic 
for the necessary attack at silicon, and the catalysts used for the 
alcoholysis reactions exhibited poor activity for ketone 
hydrosilation reactions. However, in 2003, a report on ketone 
hydrosilation reactions using molybdenum and tungsten 
catalysts proposed a catalytic cycle involving transfer of a silyl 
cation from the metal center to the ketone substrate (Scheme 
23).[61] This mechanism was proposed in analogy to an ionic 
mechanism that was identified for ketone hydrogenations using 
related catalysts, but the hydrosilation mechanism was not 
investigated in detail aside from the synthesis and 
characterization of the tungsten silyl complex 20 depicted in 
Scheme 23. 
 
Scheme 23. Silyl cation transfer proposed by Bullock. 
The mechanism proposed for the tungsten and molybdenum 
catalysts differs slightly from related mechanisms proposed for 
main group Lewis acids (Section 2). In particular, it was 
proposed that the ketone substrate attacks a silyl ligand on the 
metal center rather than an electrophilic η2-H—SiR3 ligand. 
However, it is conceivable that the isolated silyl hydride complex 
could exist in equilibrium with an electrophilic η1- or η2-H—SiR3 
complex, and that the latter species is actually responsible for 
activating the ketone substrate. Consistent with this possibility, a 
computational study of imine hydrosilations catalyzed by 
MoO2Cl2 implicated an η1-H—SiR3 complex as a key 
intermediate that transfers a silyl cation to the imine 
substrate.[62a] The authors of this study examined frontside and 
backside attack of the imine on the M—H—Si moiety, and found 
that the backside attack pathway was favored by ca. 8 kcal/mol. 
A recent computational analysis of this mechanism for carbonyl 
hydrosilations[62b] found that the ionic process involved much 
lower energy barriers than previously studied mechanisms that 
implicated Si—H activation by the metal-oxo groups of 
MoO2Cl2.[62c,d] Similar contrasting mechanistic proposals have 
been studied extensively for rhenium oxo, imido, and nitrido 
complexes, as discussed in the next section.   
Regardless of the exact details, the group 6 metals 
molybdenum and tungsten appear to be the earliest metals for 
which hydrosilation catalysis is proposed to occur by a pathway 
that involves transfer of a silyl cation to the substrate. This is 
notable since earlier transition metals are more electropositive 
and favor harder ligands. Thus, it is somewhat surprising that 
these metals might be involved in the electrophilic activation of a 
Si—H bond (a soft ligand) or the generation of an electrophilic 
M—SiR3 ligand. The positive charge or high oxidation state of 
the W and Mo catalysts likely contributes to their electrophilic 
character. 
Even earlier metals might activate Si—H bonds towards 
heterolytic cleavage. For example, it was recently reported that a 
cationic zirconium complex 21 activates a β-agostic Si—H bond 
to undergo facile heterolytic cleavage upon attack of 4-
(dimethylamino)pyridine at silicon (Scheme 24).[63] This process 
was not incorporated into a catalytic reaction, but this work 
clearly demonstrates that metals as early as group 4 are able to 
engage in this type of Si—H activation.  
 
Scheme 24. Lewis base induced activation of a β-agostic Si—H bond.  
It is interesting that the ionic hydrosilation mechanism may be 
possible for d0 early metal catalysts since these catalysts are 
usually believed to operate by a variation of the Chalk-Harrod 
mechanism involving Si—C bond formation via σ-bond 
metathesis.[52] Note that electrophilic Si—H activation is also 
relevant to the σ-bond metathesis step since the transition state 
for this process involves attack by an X-type ligand at the silicon 
center of an Si—H bond that is interacting with an electrophilic 
metal center. However, the initial activation of the unsaturated 
substrate does not involve a silicon electrophile, and thus σ-
bond metathesis mechanisms are not discussed further. The 
possibility that d0 transition metal catalysts might instead operate 
by the ionic mechanism appears to warrant further examination.  
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3.4. Electrophilic Si—H Activation by Rhenium 
 
Fascinating studies of hydrosilation mechanisms have been 
conducted using high-valent rhenium catalysts that feature one 
or more oxo, imido, or nitrido ligands.[54] A variety of 
mechanisms have been proposed to account for the activity of 
these catalysts, and these proposals include electrophilic η2-H—
SiR3 activation by an ionic pathway.[54c,d] However, activation of 
an Si—H bond across a rhenium-ligand multiple bond has also 
been implicated in the catalytic cycle for these hydrosilations 
(Scheme 25).[54a,b] Several carefully designed mechanistic 
studies have been reported for these related rhenium catalysts, 
but a consensus has not yet been reached on the mechanisms 
of these reactions. This illustrates the difficulties involved in 
studying hydrosilation mechanisms for transition metal catalysts. 
Owing to the complexities and contradictory results of studies 
with rhenium-based catalysts, we consider it appropriate to 
review these mechanistic studies in detail.  
 
Scheme 25. Hydrosilation mechanism proposed for catalyst 23 that invokes 
Si—H activation across a Re=O double bond. 
The first rhenium oxo complex used as a hydrosilation 
catalyst, (Ph3P)2(I)Re(=O)2 (23), was reported by Toste and 
coworkers in 2003.[54a] Despite oxo complexes more typically 
being associated with oxidative transformations, the dioxo 
complex catalyzed the hydrosilation of aldehydes and ketones 
with Me2PhSiH in good yields, though with modest activity (2 – 5 
mol % loadings, heating to 60 – 75 °C in benzene). It was 
suggested that the catalytic cycle might involve activation of an 
Si—H bond across a Re=O double bond of 23 to afford a 
hydrido siloxide complex 24 (Scheme 25). Insertion of the 
carbonyl substrate into the Re—H bond of 24 would provide an 
alkoxide ligand, which could then abstract the silyl group from 
the siloxide ligand to form the product and regenerate the Re=O 
double bond. Subsequent studies from Toste et al. provided 
more detailed experimental support for this mechanism, 
including observation of Si—H addition across the Re=O double 
bond, isolation of the resulting rhenium hydride intermediate, 
and reaction of this intermediate with benzaldehyde to form the 
hydrosilation product.[54b] Thus, key steps of the proposed 
catalytic cycle have been observed in stoichiometric processes. 
Computational studies have also supported the viability of this 
mechanism.[64] 
Other researchers have subsequently presented convincing 
evidence that the mechanism proposed by Toste cannot always 
be the primary hydrosilation pathway in this system. In particular, 
Nikonov recently demonstrated that stoichiometric reaction of 
the observed catalyst resting state (Ph3P)-
2(O=)(I)Re(H)(OSiMe2Ph) (24SiMe2Ph) with benzaldehyde and 
DSiMe2Ph proceeds with formation of the d1 hydrosilation 
product PhMe2Si—O—C(H)(D)Ph and negligible incorporation of 
deuterium into the hydride position of the rhenium complex 
(Scheme 26).[65] It was also determined in this study that the 
reaction of the rhenium hydride species 24SiMe2Ph with 1 equiv of 
benzaldehyde occurs at a considerably slower rate than reaction 
of the rhenium hydride species with 1 equiv of benzaldehyde 
and 1 equiv of PhMe2SiH (Scheme 26). This latter finding is 
consistent with the rate law for the catalytic reaction (rate = 
kobs[PhMe2SiH][benzaldehyde][Re]) that had previously been 
reported,[54b] but this rate law is actually inconsistent with the 
catalytic cycle in Scheme 25. The rate law for this catalytic cycle 
should not include the concentration of silane as a term since 
the reported resting state of the catalyst (24SiMe2Ph) occurs after 
addition of silane to the Re=O double bond when PhMe2SiH is 
utilized as the substrate. Note that a different rate law and 
resting state were reported for another silane (Ph2MeSiH), and 
that this resting state and rate law are consistent with the 
catalytic cycle of Scheme 25. Thus, it is possible that different 
mechanisms operate for hydrosilation in this system, depending 
on relatively subtle changes in the substituents at silicon. 
 
Scheme 26. Experiments demonstrating that the silyloxy group does not 
participate in the most efficient hydrosilation pathway in the Toste system.  
After Toste’s initial report of hydrosilation catalysis using 23, 
other rhenium oxo, imido, and nitrido complexes (Scheme 27) 
were investigated as ketone and aldehyde hydrosilation 
catalysts by Abu-Omar. The first such report featured the 
rhenium oxo complex 25 in which the metal center is supported 
by two 2-(2ꞌ-hydroxyphenyl)-oxazoline ligands.[54c] This complex 
was more active than 23, providing moderate to high yields for 
the hydrosilation of ketones at ambient temperatures with only a  
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Scheme 27. Rhenium-based hydrosilation catalysts implicated in electrophilic 
Si—H activation mechanisms by the work of Abu-Omar. 
0.1 mol % loading of 25. The Toste mechanistic proposal was 
considered in this system, but was ruled out since Si—H 
activation across the rhenium oxo group was not observed in 
stoichiometric reactions. Additionally, an 18O labeling study of 
silane hydrolysis mediated by this catalyst indicated that the oxo 
group did not participate in this related transformation.[66] 
Support for an electrophilic η2-H—SiR3 hydrosilation pathway 
was found by reaction of a hydride derivative of 25 (25-H) with 
an adduct of benzaldehyde and the Et3Si+ cation (Scheme 
28).[54c] This reaction produces the expected hydrosilation 
product, and thus models the key C—H bond forming step of the 
ionic hydrosilation pathway. Surprisingly though, the authors 
discounted the possibility of the typical ionic mechanism based 
on comparisons of hydride transfer from 25-H or Et3SiH to the 
cationic trityl species [Ph3C][B(C6F5)4]. The trityl cation reacted  
 
Scheme 28. Hydride transfer from rhenium to an activated carbonyl group 
demonstrated by Abu-Omar. 
ca. 70 times faster with Et3SiH than with the rhenium hydride 
species 25-H. Thus, the authors conclude that 25-H is 
insufficiently hydridic to compete with Et3SiH for hydride transfer 
to a possible Et3SißO=C(H)Ph intermediate. Furthermore, the 
authors noted that 25 does not act as just an initiator for an 
Et3Si+ mediated hydrosilation reaction, since the rhenium 
catalyst provided a different selectivity than Et3Si+-mediated 
hydrosilations. Thus, a variant of the electrophilic η2-H—SiEt3 
pathway was proposed, in which frontside attack of the carbonyl 
substrate at the Re—H—Si moiety of 25-(η2-H—SiEt3) allows 
Si—H and Re—H cleavage to occur simultaneously with Si—O 
and C—H bond formation (Scheme 29). 
 
Scheme 29. Hydrosilation mechanism proposed for catalyst 25 involving 
simultaneous C—H bond formation and Si—H cleavage.  
However, it may not be necessary to exclude the possibility of 
a more typical two-step, ionic hydrosilation mechanism for 
catalyst 25. Due to steric effects, the kinetics of hydride transfer 
to Ph3C+ do not always correlate with thermodynamic driving 
forces on the basis of hydride donating ability. Therefore, the 
rates of hydride transfer measured from Et3SiH or 25-H to Ph3C+ 
do not necessarily reflect the rates that would be observed using 
other hydride acceptors, and hydride transfer to a less sterically 
hindered silylcarboxonium ion intermediate, [Et3SißO=CRRꞌ]+, 
may be significantly faster.[67] Furthermore, Abu-Omar 
demonstrated that Et3Si+ abstracts hydride from 25-H to form 
Et3SiH and the cationic rhenium species 25. Since 25-H is a 
stronger hydride donor than Et3SiH, there is no reason to rule 
out the standard electrophilic η2-H—SiR3 hydrosilation pathway 
(i.e. the two-step ionic mechanism) that features backside attack 
of the carbonyl substrate at the silicon center of a putative 
adduct 25-(η2-H—SiEt3). 
In subsequent work, Abu-Omar investigated the hydrosilation 
mechanisms of several closely related rhenium catalysts (26–28, 
Scheme 27) that feature rhenium-ligand multiple bonds.[54d] 
These complexes catalyze the hydrosilation of benzaldehyde at 
ambient temperature in CD2Cl2 with a 1 mol % catalyst loading, 
though the activity was found to be moderate. Derivatives of 27 
were the most active (99 % yield after 0.5 – 1 day), followed by 
the oxo derivatives (99 % yields after 2 – 5 days), and then the 
poorly active nitrido complexes (≤ 29 % yield after ca. 5 days). 
Activation of the silane at the oxo, imido, or nitrido groups was 
not observed in these systems, thus ruling out the involvement 
of a Toste-type catalytic cycle. Instead, stoichiometric reactions 
of 26 (Scheme 30) provide a complete mechanism for 
generation of a rhenium hydride complex and its hydrosilation 
activity for a carbonyl substrate. However, upon careful 
investigation of the kinetics of these individual reaction steps, 
Abu-Omar concluded that they could only account for ca. 20 % 
of the hydrosilation activity observed in this system. Additionally, 
the imido and nitrido complexes 27 and 28 were active 
hydrosilation catalysts, but did not exhibit all of the reactivity 
illustrated in Scheme 30 for the oxo derivative 26. Thus, it was  
 
Scheme 30. Stoichiometric reactions demonstrating a possible hydrosilation 
mechanism using catalyst 26. All reactions were conducted in CH2Cl2 or 
CD2Cl2 at 25 °C. 
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proposed that the ionic mechanism involving an electrophilic η2-
H—SiEt3 intermediate is the primary hydrosilation pathway using 
catalysts 26–28. These results parallel those of the Toste 
system, in which insertion of a carbonyl group into a Re—H 
bond appears to be a viable step in the hydrosilation mechanism, 
but is eliminated as the primary reaction pathway (for at least 
some substrates) by careful analyses of reaction kinetics. 
Computational studies (DFT) by Wei et al. investigated 
different possible mechanisms for some of the rhenium 
catalysts.[68] One study examined the electrophilic Si—H σ-
complex pathway and the Toste mechanistic proposal for 
hydrosilation of imines and aldehydes using catalyst 23.[68a] The 
authors concluded that the electrophilic Si—H activation 
pathway involving an η1-H—SiR3 complex is most favorable for 
the hydrosilation of imines, while the Toste proposal is slightly 
more favorable for benzaldehyde as the substrate. These results 
are consistent with experimental observations that indicate the 
possibility of different hydrosilation mechanisms depending on 
variations in the reaction substrates. A similar DFT study was 
used to examine carbonyl hydrosilation reactions mediated by 
26.[68b] This study found that hydrosilation involving attack of the 
carbonyl substrate at an electrophilic η1-H—SiR3 ligand was 
significantly more favorable than a pathway involving insertion of 
the carbonyl substrate into a Re—H bond. Thus, theoretical and 
experimental investigations provide reasonably strong support 
for the involvement of electrophilic Si—H σ-complexes in at least 
some hydrosilation reactions catalyzed by high-valent rhenium 
oxo-complexes. However, there is need for further investigation 
to clearly demonstrate when such intermediates are involved.  
 
 
3.5. Electrophilic Si—H Activation by Iridium Complexes 
 
Amongst transition metal catalysts, the most thoroughly 
studied and well supported examples of the ionic hydrosilation 
mechanism involve cationic iridium complexes.[13, 14] These 
catalysts are effective for hydrosilation and reduction reactions 
involving a range of substrates (aldehydes and ketones,[69] 
esters,[10] amides,[11] CO2,[12] ethers,[70] and alkyl halides[71]) that 
rival the breadth of those studied in B(C6F5)3-catalyzed 
hydrosilations. The earliest of these iridium studies was 
published a few years after the first reports implicating ionic 
hydrosilation with rhenium catalysis.[70a, 71a] Unlike the studies 
with rhenium, there is clear evidence that iridium hydrosilation 
catalysts operate by some variation of the ionic mechanism. 
Notably, the supporting evidence includes the isolation and 
structural characterization of an iridium η1-H—SiR3 complex.[51a] 
Subsequent mechanistic studies indicate that modifications of 
the standard ionic hydrosilation mechanism might be necessary 
for some iridium catalysts,[72] though the basic features of the 
mechanism are still well supported. This section describes the 
important contributions made to the study of ionic hydrosilation 
mechanisms using electrophilic iridium catalysts. 
The most well-studied electrophilic Ir hydrosilation catalyst is 
[(POCOP)Ir(H)(acetone)]+ (29, Scheme 31). These hydrosilation 
studies were initiated when Brookhart et al. reported the use of 
29 for C—X (X = F, Cl, Br, I) reduction reactions that utilized 
silanes as reducing agents (Scheme 31).[71a] For alkyl bromide 
and chloride substrates, these reactions proceeded 
quantitatively after ca. 0.3 – 20 h at 23 – 60 °C with a 0.5 mol % 
catalyst loading in C6D5Cl or using neat substrate as solvent. 
Fluoride and iodide substrates were less reactive (92 – 99 % 
conversion after 2 days at 60 °C) due to lower inherent reactivity 
(alkyl fluorides) or inhibition of catalysis by coordination of the 
substrate to iridium (alkyl iodides).  For these reactions, the ionic 
hydrosilation mechanism was supported by kinetic 
measurements and in situ formation and observation of several 
key iridium complexes that were invoked as intermediates.  
 
Scheme 31. Reduction of alkyl halides with silanes and a cationic iridium 
catalyst. 
Shortly after the initial study with 29, a key intermediate 
[(POCOP)Ir(H)(η1-H—SiEt3)]+ (30) was isolated and structurally 
characterized (Scheme 32).[51a] This discovery represents the 
first time that a clearly electrophilic Si—H σ-complex was 
isolated and structurally characterized. It is notable that this 
synthetic accomplishment came shortly after initial reports 
invoking the ionic hydrosilation mechanism in this system. The 
analogous adducts of silanes bound to boranes and alanes 
would not be structurally characterized until several years later, 
which is 20 years after ionic hydrosilation was first invoked for 
B(C6F5)3! The groundbreaking discovery of 30 revealed that the 
electrophilic Si—H σ-complex has a linear Ir—H—Si moiety that 
precludes back-bonding from iridium to the Si—H bond. Thus,  
  
Scheme 32. Crystallographically determined structure of the key electrophilic 
intermediate [(POCOP)Ir(H)(η1-H—SiEt3)]+ 30. 
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the iridium center acts solely as a strong Lewis acid, and similar 
linear B—H—Si and Al—H—Si angles are found in the silane 
adducts with boranes and alanes (see Sections 2.1 and 2.2). 
Further similarities between 30 and the main group Lewis acid 
adducts are found upon inspection of the interatomic distances 
resulting from the Ir—H—Si moiety: the Si—H1 distance (1.48(3) 
Å) is not elongated, while the Ir—H1 distance (1.94(3) Å) is 
much longer than the Ir—H2 distance (1.425(18) Å) of the 
terminal hydride. 
The catalyst 29 was subsequently examined for use in 
ether cleavage reactions[70a] and hydrosilations of aldehydes and 
ketones.[69] Both of these classes of reactions were typically 
found to proceed to high conversion after < 3 h at 23 °C using 
0.5 – 1 mol % loading of 29 in C6D5Cl or C6D4Cl2, though some 
less reactive substrates were also noted. These studies include 
detailed mechanistic investigations that provide strong support 
for the ionic hydrosilation mechanism in this system. For the 
ether cleavage reactions, it was shown that 30 and diethyl ether 
exist in equilibrium with a neutral iridium dihydride (31) and an 
ether stabilized silyl cation ([Et2OSiEt3]+, Scheme 33).[70a] The 
latter species was crystallized from the catalytic reaction mixture 
to provide unambiguous proof of the formation of this 
intermediate under catalytic conditions. Completion of the cycle 
involves transfer of a hydride from 31 to [Et2OSiEt3]+, and this 
hydride transfer was found to be ca. 30,000 times faster from 31 
than from Et3SiH. Note, however, that Et3SiH was invoked as the 
key hydride donating species for less basic and more hindered 
ether substrates (e.g. EtOSiEt3 and MeOPh). 
 
 
Scheme 33. Observation of heterolytic Si—H activation by iridium complex 30 
and Et2O. 
Mechanistic studies of ketone hydrosilations using 29 also 
point to the involvement of the ionic hydrosilation mechanism, 
though the initial report did not provide evidence as detailed as 
that obtained for ether substrates.[69] A follow-up study on the 
ketone hydrosilation mechanism using 29 was conducted by 
Oestreich et al., and concluded that a complex variation of the 
ionic mechanism occurs in this system (Scheme 34).[72] One 
major finding of this study is that chiral silanes undergo full or 
partial racemization of the silicon center under the catalytic 
conditions reported by Brookhart (23 °C in C6H5Cl), rather than 
inversion of chirality as expected for the simplest version of the 
ionic hydrosilation mechanism. This result suggests that the 
intermediate [R3SißO=CRꞌRꞌꞌ]+ undergoes ketone exchange via 
an SN2 mechanism that results in multiple inversions of chirality 
at silicon prior to the hydride transfer step that forms the product.  
 
Scheme 34. Modified ionic hydrosilation mechanism proposed by Oestreich 
based on experimental studies of catalysis using 30. 
The authors of this study also argue that the hydride transfer 
does not involve the neutral iridium dihydride, 31, as had initially 
been believed. This conclusion was based on the observation 
that [Et3SißO=C(Me)Ph]+ reacts rapidly with 31 to form Et3SiH 
and an iridium-acetophenone complex (29acetophenone) in a 
process that is the reverse of ketone attack at silicon (Scheme 
35). Thus, the neutral dihydride complex 31 does not appear to 
rapidly transfer a hydride to the activated ketone. Instead, it was 
suggested that addition of R3SiH to 31 forms an Ir(V) silyl 
trihydride (32) with enhanced hydricity. This possibility is 
supported by DFT calculations confirming that the proposed 
intermediate, 32, is more hydridic than 31. However, it is worth 
noting that the hydride ligands of 32 would be much less 
sterically accessible than those of 31. Additionally, Brookhart et 
al. reported that the catalyst resting state is the ketone complex  
 
Scheme 35. Transfer of a hydride from complex 31 to the silicon center of 
[Et3SißO=C(Me)Ph]+ rather than to the carbonyl carbon. 
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29ketone such that the proposed mechanism in Scheme 34 might 
result in a rate law that is second order in [R3SiH], whereas a 
first order dependence on the silane concentration had 
previously been determined. These two points were not 
addressed by Oestreich et al., and thus additional work is 
needed to assess the involvement of 32 as an intermediate. 
Another variation of the ionic hydrosilation mechanism was 
proposed by Oro et al. to account for iridium and rhodium 
catalyzed hydrosilations of alkynes that were only effective using 
acetone as solvent.[73] These transformations proceeded with 
gentle heating in acetone to provide the monohydrosilation 
products in good yields and with high Z-selectivity (Scheme 36),  
 
Scheme 36. Z-selective alkyne hydrosilations mediated by hemilabile cationic 
iridium and rhodium complexes. 
 
though the selectivity was lower when using the rhodium catalyst. 
In the proposed mechanism, acetone serves an important role 
as a shuttle for transferring R3Si+ from an η1-H—SiEt3 ligand to 
the alkyne substrate to form a new cationic intermediate [R3Si—
(H)C=CRꞌ]+ (Scheme 37). The latter species accepts a hydride 
from the neutral metal complex formed upon transfer of R3Si+ to 
acetone. Support for this proposal came from the observation 
that the catalysts are resistant to Si—H oxidative addition and 
also do not react directly with alkynes. The details of the 
acetone-assisted alkyne hydrosilation were probed by DFT 
calculations on the iridium system, and the results indicate that 
the proposed catalytic cycle can occur with accessible kinetic 
barriers.  
 
Scheme 37. Solvent (acetone) mediated transfer of silyl cation to a 
hydrosilation substrate (alkyne). 
Oro et al. also reported an iridium catalyzed hydrosilation of 
CO2 that was suggested to operate via an intermediary Lewis 
base that initially activates the Si—H bond (Scheme 38).[12b] The 
monohydrosilation of CO2 was effective under mild conditions 
(25 °C, 3 – 8 bar CO2 in neat Me(Me3SiO)2SiH) using a 1 mol % 
catalyst loading, though full conversion was only achieved after 
6 days. A coordinated triflate anion was invoked as the base that 
assists iridium in the heterolytic cleavage of the Si—H bond. 
This process provides an iridium hydride/silyl triflate complex 
that simultaneously transfers the silyl cation and the hydride to 
CO2 to form the silyl formate product. DFT calculations indicated 
this pathway as having readily accessible transition states, while 
other possible mechanisms were predicted to have much higher 
energy barriers. 
 
Scheme 38. Heterolytic Si—H cleavage assisted by an intramolecular Lewis 
base (triflate anion). 
The above examples demonstrate how the use of a transition 
metal catalyst can alter the ionic mechanism while preserving its 
key features. The flexibility of this mechanism might be a key to 
the wide substrate scope and the selectivities exhibited by some 
iridium hydrosilation catalysts. Variations of the ionic mechanism 
have been proposed for a number of other iridium catalyzed 
reactions, and examples include challenging and selective 
hydrosilations of substrates such as esters,[10] amides,[11] and 
CO2.[12] Additional studies are needed to provide the full details 
of the ionic mechanism in some of these reactions. However, 
considering the clear evidence of the ionic mechanism in related 
iridium catalyzed reactions, it is reasonable to expect that many 
of these other mechanistic proposals are accurate. 
 
 
3.6. Electrophilic Si—H Activation by Ruthenium Complexes 
 
Electrophilic η2-H—SiR3 complexes of ruthenium have only 
recently been investigated as hydrosilation catalysts,[74] and 
there are a limited number of reports in the literature. However, 
these catalysts have been shown to exhibit notable catalytic 
activity that includes the selective hydrosilations of pyridines and 
nitriles.[75] Nikonov and coworkers have led most of these 
studies using the cationic ruthenium complex 
[Cp(iPr3P)Ru(NCMe)2]+ (33) as a precatalyst (Scheme 39). 
Oestreich and colleagues have also contributed to this area, 
though their work involves generation of an electrophilic silicon 
center via Si—H activation across an Ru—S bond rather than by 
Si—H σ-complex formation.[76] 
 
 
Scheme 39. Complexes involved in Nikonov’s study of electrophilic 
hydrosilation catalysts. 
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In a 2010 publication, Nikonov and coworkers described 
the use of 33 in hydrosilations of aldehydes and ketones, as well 
as for silane alcoholysis reactions.[74] These reactions typically 
proceeded in good yields at ambient temperatures in CDCl3 with 
a 3 – 5 mol % catalyst loading. It was determined that the 
acetonitrile ligands were labile under the reaction conditions, 
and thus could be exchanged for silanes to form cationic η2-H—
SiR3 complexes (34) that were spectroscopically observed. The 
η2-H—SiR3 formulation was revealed by Si—H J-coupling values 
of ca. 50 Hz, which are much smaller than the ca. 100 Hz JSiH 
values reported for η1-H—SiR3 complexes with boranes, alanes, 
and iridium.[27, 28] The greater degree of Si—H activation in 34 is 
consistent with a structure that had previously been reported for 
a closely related ruthenium complex [Cp(Me3P)2Ru(η2-H—
SiCl3)]+ (Scheme 40).[77] This structure’s short Ru—H (dRu—H = 
1.60(5) Å) and Ru—Si (dRu—Si = 2.329(1) Å) distances and 
elongated Si—H bond (dSi—H = 1.77(5) Å) point to significant 
activation of the Si—H bond. Despite the greater degree of 
back-donation apparent in 34 relative to many other electrophilic 
hydrosilation catalysts, DFT calculations showed that the ionic 
hydrosilation mechanism was favored in this system. 
Experimental evidence in support of these calculations is limited, 
consisting only of the observation that silane alcoholysis 
reactions are faster using more nucleophilic alcohol substrates. 
 
 
Scheme 40. Structure of a cationic σ-silane complex [Cp(Me3P)2Ru(η2-H—
SiCl3)]+ that is related to the proposed hydrosilation intermediate 34. 
 
Follow-up studies of the catalytic activity of 33 revealed its 
utility in challenging hydrosilation reactions such as the 
conversion of nitriles to N-silyl imines.[75a] For most substrates, 
these reactions provided quantitative yields after 0.3 – 48 h at 
ambient temperatures in CDCl3 with a 3 – 5 mol % loading of 33. 
Remarkable selectivity for hydrosilation of the nitrile group was 
observed, such that aldehyde, ketone, nitro, pyridyl, and alkenyl 
functionalities in the substrates were unaffected during the 
reactions. Additionally, the use of one or two equivalents of 
silane provided perfect selectivity for the formation of an N-silyl 
imine (monohydrosilation product) or disilyl amine (double 
hydrosilation product, 24 – 66 h reaction times). A mechanistic 
study was not undertaken for these transformations, but it was 
proposed that 33 catalyzes nitrile hydrosilation by an ionic 
mechanism analogous to that reported for ketone hydrosilations 
using this catalyst. Consistent with this possibility, more 
nucleophilic nitrile substrates were observed to reach 
quantitative conversion more rapidly than electron poor 
substrates. 
Further work by Nikonov and coworkers demonstrated the 
utility of 33 in the challenging 1,4-hydrosilation of pyridines,[75b, 78] 
and subsequently applied a related catalyst for hydrosilations of 
phenanthroline, quinoline, acridine, and 1,3,5-triazine.[75c] It was 
observed that many pyridine substrates underwent 
regioselective 1,4-hydrosilation in excellent yields after 0.5 – 3h 
at ambient temperature with a 5 mol % loading of 33 in CH2Cl2. 
However, substitution of the pyridines in the 2-, 4-, and/or 6-
positions greatly diminishes the efficacy of 1,4-hydrosilations. 
This observation is consistent with the ionic hyrosilation 
mechanism, which might be expected to be less effective when 
steric hindrance is increased around the 1- and 4-positions of 
the pyridines. A neutral ruthenium hydride complex 
Cp(iPr3P)(py)RuH (35py) was found to transfer H- to [Et3Sißpy]+ 
to form the expected 1,4-hydrosilation product (Scheme 41). 
Thus, a key step of the ionic hydrosilation mechanism could be 
observed as a stoichiometric process in this system. However, 
the formation of a C—C reductive coupling product from 4-
acetylpyridine was observed, and this suggests that radical 
processes might also be possible in this system. Therefore, it is 
difficult to definitively conclude that these hydrosilations occur by 
an ionic mechanism. 
 
Scheme 41. Hydride transfer observed from ruthenium to a silyl-pyridinium 
substrate. 
Oestreich and coworkers have also proposed the 
involvement of electrophilic silicon species in ruthenium 
catalyzed hydrosilations and other transformations of silanes 
and organic substrates.[79] They invoke heterolytic activation of 
an Si—H bond across a Ru—S bond in the catalyst 36 (Scheme 
42) to generate a metallasilylsulfonium group that acts as a 
reservoir of the electrophilic R3Si+ cation. It is worth noting that 
this type of Si—H activation is reminiscent of Oro’s mechanistic 
proposals (Schemes 36 and 37), invoking intermediary bases 
that serve as relays for the R3Si+ cation. For catalyst 36, this 
type of Si—H activation process has been studied in 
considerable detail that includes in situ observation of Si—H 
activation by NMR spectroscopy, deuterium labeling  
 
Scheme 42. Ruthenium complexes involved in Oestreich’s study of 
bifunctional electrophilic hydrosilation catalysts. 
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experiments, examination of retention/inversion/racemization 
using chiral silanes, DFT calculations, and structural 
characterization of the key ruthenium hydride 
metallasilylsulfonium intermediate 37.[76] Thus, the bifunctional 
Si—H activation in this system is well established. 
Heterolytic Si—H activation by 36 has been invoked as a key 
step in a number of catalytic transformations with silane 
reagents, including hydrosilations of CO2,[79e] 1,4-hydrosilations 
of pyridine,[79d] dehydrogenative coupling of silanes with 
enolizeable ketones and imines,[79f,g] C—F reductions,[79c] and 
C—H silylation reactions.[79a,b] These reactions were often found 
to proceed to high conversions at ambient temperatures or with 
moderate heating (50 – 80 °C) using 0.5 – 5 mol % loadings of 
36. Aromatic solvents (toluene and benzene) were most often 
utilized, though some reactions could be carried out in a neat 
mixture of reagents. 
The hydrosilation and defluorination reactions are proposed 
to occur by a variation of the ionic mechanism in which the 
intermediate 37 transfers an R3Si+ cation from sulfur to a 
nucleophilic substrate (e.g. CO2, pyridines, alkyl fluoride).[79c–e] 
The resulting [R3Sißsubstrate]+ intermediate then accepts a 
hydride from the neutral Ru—H complex 38 to close the catalytic 
cycle in the same manner as other variants of the ionic 
hydrosilation mechanism. Despite mechanistic similarities to 
other ionic hydrosilation catalysts, 36 exhibits some distinct 
reactivity: unlike with 33, 1,4-hydrosilations of pyridines with 36 
proceed with much greater tolerance for substituents at the 2- 
and 4-positions;[79d] and CO2 hydrosilation with 36 proceeds with 
high selectivity for the bis-silyl acetal product (heating to 80 °C) 
or silyl methyl ether product (heating to 150 °C) depending on 
the reaction temperature.[79e]  
In addition to hydrosilations, catalyst 36 mediates the 
dehydrogenative silylation of enolizeable ketones and imines to 
provide O-silylated enols and N-silylated enamines, 
respectively.[79f,g] A 0.5 – 1 mol % loading of 36 provided high 
yields for these reactions at ambient temperatures, and the 
formation of the enol and enamine products was greatly favored 
over the formation of hydrosilation products for most substrates 
examined. This selectivity shows an interesting preference for 
the neutral hydride intermediate 38 to engage in C—H 
deprotonation rather than hydride transfer with the 
[R3Sißsubstrate]+ intermediate. One possible explanation for 
this preference is that the thiolate ligand in 38 serves as a base 
that deprotonates the acidic C—H bonds more rapidly than a 
hydride can be transferred from the Ru—H position to the 
substrate (Scheme 43). 
 
Scheme 43. Possible explanation for selectivity towards dehydrogenative 
silylation processes using catalyst 36. 
 
The C—H deprotonating ability of 38 appears to be important 
for enabling 36 to catalyze C—H silylation reactions that are not 
mediated by other electrophilic hydrosilation catalysts. This was 
first demonstrated with the use of 36 as a catalyst for the C—H 
silylation of N-protected indoles, which proceeded to high yields 
at low temperatures (typically ≤ 50 °C) with a 1 mol % catalyst 
loading in neat substrate.[79a] These reactions were selective for 
substitution at the 3-position, which is consistent with a Friedel-
Crafts type mechanism involving transfer of R3Si+ to the 
aromatic π-system of the substrate, followed by C—H 
deprotonation by the sulfur thiolate ligand in the neutral 
intermediate 38. It is worth pointing out that B(C6F5)3 does not 
appear to catalyze this transformation, but instead engages 
indoles in hydrogenation using silanes as a hydrogen source.[80] 
This supports the possibility that the thiolate ligand in 36-38 
might be important for the unique reactivity of 36 as a catalyst.  
Remarkably, the C—H silylation methodology has very 
recently been extended to the selective functionalization of 
pyridines in the 3-position (Scheme 44).[79b] These reactions 
provided only moderate yields for most substrates after heating 
to 80 °C for 24 h in neat substrate using a 4 mol % loading of 36. 
Thus, these transformations are relatively inefficient in 
comparison to most of the other silane transformations reported 
using 36. However, it is worth pointing out that this 
regioselective pyridine hydrosilation is a particularly difficult 
transformation. The authors suggest that this challenging 
reaction was achieved by a sequence of: 1) 1,4-hydrosilation, 2) 
Friedel-Crafts silylation of the resulting enamine, and 3) retro-
1,4-hydrosilation to provide the 3-functionalized pyridine. Retro-
1,4-hydrosilation was also observed by Nikonov with 33 as a 
catalyst, but the C—H silylation was not reported with 33.[75b] 
This further supports the conjecture that the thiolate ligand of 36 
is important for providing this catalyst with high activity in 
reactions that involve C—H deprotonation, while also enabling a 
slightly modified ionic hydrosilation mechanism for carrying out 
simple hydrosilation reactions. 
 
Scheme 44. C—H silylation catalyzed by 36 via a unique hydrosilation/C—H 
silylation/retro-hydrosilation pathway.   
In conclusion, there is good evidence to indicate that the 
electrophilic ruthenium catalysts 33 and 36 carry out 
hydrosilation reactions by variants of the ionic hydrosilation 
mechanism. Additionally, the thiolate ligand in 36 appears to 
play multiple roles in catalysis, including acting as a base to 
promote Friedel-Crafts type C—H functionalization. Despite 
good progress in understanding these systems, there are 
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questions that remain. In particular, it is unclear why these 
catalysts are particularly effective for pyridine hydrosilation, 
while other electrophilic catalysts are much less active for this 
reaction. Additionally, the relatively large degree of Si—H 
activation in the η2-H—SiR3 complex 34 differs considerably 
from the silane adducts that have usually been observed for 
electrophilic catalysts, and it is not entirely clear how this 
influences hydrosilation reactions in this system. In addition to 
mechanistic investigations, there have been recent efforts at 
catalyst development in these systems that have focused on 
examining N-heterocyclic carbene supported analogues of 33 
and 36.[81]  
 
 
4. Hydrosilations Involving Electrophilic 
Silylene Complexes 
 
4.1. Overview of Silylene Complexes: History, Bonding, and 
Reactivity 
 
Silane σ-complexes are not the only transition metal species 
that feature highly electrophilic silicon centers. Terminal silylene 
ligands usually exhibit Lewis acidity at silicon (Scheme 45), and 
this property features heavily in the reactivity of most silylene 
complexes.[15,16,82] A wide range of nucleophilic substrates (e.g. 
water,[83] alcohols,[84] ketones,[85] isocyanates,[86] olefins,[87] 
nitriles,[88] isocyanides[89]) undergo activation by the highly 
electrophilic silicon center of these complexes. However, unlike 
with electrophilic Si—H σ-complexes, most reports of the 
reactivity of silylene complexes involve stoichiometric reactions 
rather than catalysis. The following sections will focus mainly on 
the reports of catalytic hydrosilation reactivity in which silylene 
complexes are proposed as intermediates or used directly as 
catalysts.  Some examples of the stoichiometric reactivity of 
silylene complexes will also be described in order to provide 
greater insight into the mechanisms of the catalytic reactions.  
 
Scheme 45. Early examples of base-stabilized silylene complexes. 
Before discussing specific examples of reactivity, it is 
important to provide background on the study of silylene 
complexes. The chemistry of silylene complexes has been 
developed since the late 1980’s,[82] occurring in parallel with the 
study of electrophilic silane σ-complexes. However, there are 
considerable differences in the approaches that have been 
taken in studying silylene complexes and electrophilic σ-
complexes. The latter have usually been studied in metal-ligand 
systems that were found to exhibit catalytic hydrosilation activity 
prior to observation of the involvement of an electrophilic Si—H 
σ-complex. Additionally, when the σ-complex could be directly 
observed, it was formed relatively easily by mixing a silane with 
a simple metal complex precursor. In contrast, silylene 
complexes are very challenging to prepare,[15] and studies of 
these species were not initially focused on hydrosilation 
reactivity.[82]  Instead, interest in silylene ligands stemmed from 
their possible involvement in other catalytic reactions (e.g. 
Rochow’s Direct Process,[90] Si—Si bond formation[91]), as well 
as from fundamental interest in examining heavy analogues of 
carbene complexes. A variety of methods have been developed 
for preparing isolable silylene complexes,[15,16] and it has 
subsequently been discovered that many of these species 
participate in stoichiometric and catalytic hydrosilations.[85e,f;87a,c,d] 
The focus on studying isolated and well-characterized silylene 
complexes may contribute to the tendency to observe their 
involvement in stoichiometric transformations rather than 
catalytic reactions. It is possible that silylene complexes that are 
better suited to catalytic turnover may be formed as transient 
intermediates that are difficult to observe. Insight into this 
possibility is provided by examining the synthetic methods that 
have been utilized to prepare silylene complexes. Some 
pathways, such as the capture of a free silylene by a metal 
complex,[92] are unlikely to be involved in catalytic hydrosilations 
since there are not viable routes by which free silylenes may 
form in situ from typical silanes (i.e. RnSiH4-n). A much more 
common route for the formation of silylene complexes involves 
abstraction of an anionic group (e.g. H-, Cl-, Br-, OTf-) from a 
metal silyl ligand.[82b,87c,93] This process has been used to form 
catalytically active silylene complexes (Scheme 46),[87c,93c]  but in 
the catalytic cycles for these hydrosilations, the silylene ligand is 
regenerated from silanes by two sequential Si—H activations 
rather than repeated hydride abstractions. There do not appear 
to be any hydrosilation mechanisms in which anion abstraction 
from silicon is a part of the catalytic cycle, but there is some 
evidence that such pathways may be involved in silane 
redistribution reactions.[94] 
 
Scheme 46. Generation of catalytically active silylene complexes via anion 
abstraction from silyl complexes. 
The sequential Si—H activation pathway (Scheme 47) is the 
most important route for the formation of silylene complexes as 
catalytic intermediates,[15] and thus, primary or secondary 
silanes are usually reactants in hydrosilation reactions involving 
silylene complexes. This process has typically been described 
as occurring by Si—H oxidative addition to form a silyl hydride 
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complex that then converts to a silylene complex via an α-
hydrogen migration step (Scheme 47A). The key α-hydrogen 
migration step is well-established in the syntheses of isolable 
silylene complexes (Scheme 47B),[88b,95] and the entire double 
Si—H activation process has even been demonstrated 
synthetically (Scheme 47C).[96] These latter examples usually 
involve the elimination of a C—H bond in order to open a 
coordination site on the metal for α-hydrogen migration, and this 
requirement could possibly limit the range of precatalysts from 
which silylene complexes can form. However, it was very 
recently demonstrated that H2 elimination enables the formation 
of silylene complexes as transient species by reaction of a silane 
with a simple ruthenium complex (i.e. containing only phosphine 
and chloride ligands).[97] This discovery suggests that it is 
reasonable to propose that silylene intermediates form in situ 
under conditions commonly used for carrying out hydrosilations.  
 
Scheme 47. Formation of silylene ligands by sequential double Si—H 
activations of a silane. 
The bonding in transition metal silylene complexes is 
important in defining their role as electrophilic intermediates in 
hydrosilation reactions. The 3-coordinate silicon center is 
formally engaged in a M=Si double bond, but the π-bond is 
usually not very strong due to the poor ability of silicon 3p 
orbitals to engage in π-bonding.[15,98] Consequentially, it is easy 
to disrupt the π-bond to form a significantly stronger dative σ-
bond between silicon and a Lewis base. This is true even for 
neutral silylene complexes in which the filled d-orbital and silicon 
p-orbital are energetically well matched for forming a bond. The 
electrophilic character of the silylene ligand is particularly 
prominent for cationic complexes in which π-bonding is further 
weakened by lowering the energy of the filled metal d-orbitals. 
These systems feature considerable silylium cation 
character,[87b] and this characteristic appears to contribute to the 
reactivity of the catalytically relevant silylene complexes 
discussed below.[87a,c;99] 
Notably, the absence of strong MàSi back-donation is a 
characteristic that electrophilic silylene complexes have in 
common with electrophilic silane σ-complexes. Thus, these 
observations reveal one important similarity between silylene 
mechanisms and electrophilic σ-complex mechanisms for 
hydrosilations. Additionally, the key α-hydrogen migration step in 
silylene mechanisms is a type of heterolytic Si—H activation, 
and this detail provides another similarity between these two 
types of hydrosilation mechanisms. Furthermore, the α-
hydrogen migration forms a hydride ligand that can be 
transferred to the unsaturated substrate as part of the 
hydrosilation mechanism.[99] These latter examples exhibit a 
particularly strong similarity to the σ-complex mechanisms, 
though some other silylene mechanisms diverge considerably as 
discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.[87a,c,d] Lastly, silylene 
hydrosilation mechanisms are strongly established for transition 
metals (rhodium,[99] iridium,[87c,d] ruthenium[87a]) that are the same 
or similar to those for which the normal ionic mechanism is the 
most prominent (see Sections 3.5 - 3.6).  
 
 
4.2. Rhodium Silylene Complexes in Ketone Hydrosilations 
 
A number of publications from the past several years 
implicate rhodium silylene complexes as intermediates in 
catalytic ketone hydrosilation reactions.[99] Though these studies 
are relatively recent, they have origins in much earlier work on 
the mechanism of rhodium catalyzed hydrosilations. In particular, 
it has long been recognized that these reactions can occur with 
different rates and selectivities depending on the use of 
secondary or tertiary silane substrates.[100] These differences 
might conceivably result from steric effects if the classic Ojima 
mechanism operates with both classes of silanes, but it is also 
possible that the observed differences result from mechanistic 
changes that depend on the type of silane used. 
One possible alternative to the Ojima mechanism was 
proposed by Zheng and Chan in 1995 as part of a study on 
hydrosilation activity of (Ph3P)4RhH. The Zheng-Chan 
mechanistic proposal involves coordination of the ketone to the 
silicon center of a silyl ligand to generate a 5-cooridinate silicon 
center.[24] When utilizing a secondary silane, the 5-coordinate 
silicon intermediate would possess an Si—H bond, and it was 
proposed that the carbonyl group could insert into this Si—H 
bond (Scheme 48). The availability of this mechanism was 
proposed to account for rate accelerations observed using 
secondary silanes. Additionally, this mechanism was used to 
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explain the selectivity observed for some transformations, such 
as a preference for 1,2-hydrosilation of the carbonyl group of 
α,β-unsaturated ketones when using secondary silanes, while 
1,4-hydrosilation was exclusively favored using tertiary silanes. 
However, silicon usually must have electronegative substituents 
(e.g. fluoride, chloride, alkoxide) in order to form low-energy 5-
coordinate species,[101] and this makes the Zheng-Chan 
mechanistic proposal unlikely considering the mild conditions 
employed (ambient temperatures in CH2Cl2 with ≤ 0.5 mol % 
catalyst loading). Note that there have been some very recent 
reports that provide evidence for metal complexes with a 
covalent M—Si bond involving a 5-coordinate silicon center,[102] 
but overall the Zheng-Chan mechanism has not been 
substantiated. 
 
 
Scheme 48. Key steps of the hydrosilation mechanism proposed by Zheng 
and Chan. 
Silylene complexes might also activate a ketone substrate by 
coordination of the substrate to a silicon center that is σ-bonded 
to rhodium. Unlike for the previously proposed silyl intermediates, 
coordination of the substrate to a silylene ligand is expected to 
be facile. Thus, the rate acceleration for secondary silanes might 
derive from their ability to undergo the sequential Si—H 
activations necessary to form the reactive silylene intermediates 
during catalysis. This mechanistic possibility was considered by 
Gade to account for the enantioselective ketone hydrosilation 
activity of a cationic rhodium catalyst featuring a chiral 
oxazoline-carbene chelating ligand (Scheme 49).[99a,b;103] This 
system provides good yields with a 1 mol % catalyst loading, 
even at -60 °C in CH2Cl2. The efficiency of the reaction at low  
 
Scheme 49. Rhodium silylene hydrosilation mechanism proposed by Gade et 
al. 
temperatures is important for achieving high enantioselectivities, 
and this led to interest in understanding the mechanism that 
provides such high activity. Some key experimental observations 
in this system are: 1) Much higher activity with secondary 
silanes (100 % conversion in ≤ 1.5 h at 0 °C) than with tertiary 
silanes (≤ 80 % conversion in 7 h at 0 °C), 2) Different 
enantioselectivities of hydrosilations using secondary silanes (ca. 
90 % ee at optimum temperature) versus tertiary silanes (ca. 
20 % ee with slight temperature dependence), and 3) An inverse 
H/D KIE effect for hydrosilations using secondary silanes, but no 
KIE observed with tertiary silanes.[99a] 
The silylene mechanism was investigated by DFT 
calculations, and was found to have lower energy barriers than 
the Ojima or Zheng-Chan hydrosilation mechanisms.[99a,b] The 
key silylene intermediate (44, Scheme 49) is formed by 
sequential Si—H activations at the cationic rhodium center, but 
notably, the second Si—H activation was determined to be 
incomplete in the silylene intermediate. The key Si—O bond 
forming step was found to involve coordination of the ketone 
oxygen to the silylene ligand, resulting in completion of the 
heterolytic cleavage of the second Si—H bond. Coordination of 
the ketone to silicon activates the carbonyl group to accept the 
hydride that was transferred to the rhodium center. Interestingly, 
if one ignores the Rh—Si σ-bond that remains unchanged during 
this part of the mechanism, then these two steps are very similar 
to those for Si—H cleavage, Si—O bond formation, and C—H 
bond formation processes of the ionic hydrosilation mechanism.  
The experimental and computational investigations support 
the involvement of silylene intermediates in these hydrosilation 
reactions. However, rhodium silylene complexes like those 
proposed have never been isolated or directly observed, and 
thus, more definitive evidence supporting the proposed 
mechanism is elusive. Other researchers have contributed 
indirect evidence of silylene complex formation using related 
rhodium catalysts (Scheme 50). Reactions of silanes with bis-
phosphine[104] and bis-NHC[99c] supported rhodium complexes 
have resulted in observation of dehydrogenative silane 
oligomerization and olefin hydrogenation processes that are 
consistent with the activation of both Si—H bonds of a 
secondary silane at a single rhodium center. Additionally, both 
studies used tBuMe2SiOH to trap the putative silylene 
intermediates in a silane alcoholysis process that was not 
observed with tertiary silanes. However, for most of the reactivity 
observed in these systems, there are other pathways that were 
not definitively ruled out, even if some of them seem less likely 
than the silylene pathway. 
 
Scheme 50. Additional rhodium silylene complexes that have been proposed 
(45-46) or isolated (47). 
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 An NHC-bis-oxazolinylborate rhodium silylene complex has 
recently been reported in which silicon is stabilized by 
intramolecular coordination of an oxazoline group to the silylene 
ligand.[105] This stabilized rhodium silylene complex was active 
as a catalyst for deoxygenation of a variety of carbonyl 
substrates, but it is unclear whether or not the base-stabilized 
silylene ligand participates in hydrosilations in the same way as 
an unstabilized silylene complex might. Nevertheless, it is 
notable that a terminal silylene complex of rhodium was isolated 
with similar supporting ligands to those used by Gade for 
catalytic hydrosilation studies. While there is still work to be 
done to confirm the existence of rhodium silylene intermediates, 
overall there is fairly good evidence that some catalytic 
hydrosilations involve rhodium silylene complexes or closely 
related species. 
 
 
4.3. Group 8 Silylene Complexes in Olefin Hydrosilations 
 
Our research group has studied catalytic olefin hydrosilation 
reactions involving cationic silylene complexes. As reported in 
2003, the ether stabilized silylene complex 
[Cp*(iPr3P)(H)2Ru=Si(H)(Ph)(ßOEt2)]+ (48, Scheme 51)  
provided the first example of an isolated silylene complex that 
engages in catalytic hydrosilation reactivity.[87a] The involvement 
of a novel mechanistic pathway was evident from unique 
selectivity and substrate scope in this system (see below). 
Furthermore, the analogous osmium complex 
[Cp*(iPr3P)(H)2Os=Si(H)(trip)]+ (49, trip = 2,4,6-iPr3C6H2, Scheme 
51) was observed to undergo a stoichiometric hydrosilation 
process that models a key part of the mechanism in the 
ruthenium-catalyzed reactions.[87a] Thus, the involvement of a 
new hydrosilation mechanism was clearly established early on in 
these studies. Remarkably though, this system continues to offer 
surprises such as recent evidence that the proposed silylene 
intermediate [Cp*(iPr3P)(H)2Ru=Si(H)R]+ has considerable 
character as an η3-H2Si(H)R complex [Cp*(iPr3P)Ru(η3-
H2Si(H)R)]+.[29] This latter aspect of the work is discussed later in 
Section 5.2.  
 
Scheme 51. Stoichiometric hydrosilation reactions using cationic group 8 
silylene complexes. 
It was observed that 48 and 49 engage in stoichiometric 
reactions with 1-hexene to provide new silylene complexes in 
which the Si—H group has been converted to a Si—hexyl group. 
The ruthenium complex 48 can incorporate this process into 
catalytic hydrosilations, which provided 98 % conversions after 3 
– 18 h at 60 °C using 0.5 – 5 mol % loadings of the silylene 
complex in CD2Cl2. These reactions exhibit a number of features 
that provide insight into the mechanism of the transformations: 
1) only primary silanes (i.e. RSiH3) are effective as substrates, 2) 
the reactions provide exclusively anti-Markovnikov products, 3) 
high activity is observed even with the sterically hindered alkene 
1-methylcyclohexane as a substrate, and 4) exclusive syn-
addition of the Si—H bond to the alkene is observed. These 
observations led to the proposal of a new hydrosilation 
mechanism in which a key feature is the insertion of the alkene 
into the Si—H bond of a silylene intermediate (Scheme 52).[87a] 
 
 
Scheme 52. Catalytic cycle for olefin hydrosilation mediated by a ruthenium 
silylene complex. 
The weakly bound Et2O in 48 is presumed to readily 
dissociate to provide the active catalyst that forms an 
intermediate adduct with the alkene substrate coordinated to 
silicon. The alkene then inserts into the terminal Si—H bond of 
the silylene ligand, in a process that is closely related to classic 
alkene hydroborations by BH3. The secondary silane product is 
eliminated via a sequence of 1,2-hydrogen migration from Ru to 
Si, followed by Si—H reductive elimination. A double Si—H 
activation process (the reverse of the elimination steps) then 
regenerates the key silylene intermediate from the primary 
silane substrate. Notably, this mechanism explains every key 
observation in this system that is noted above, while other 
possible mechanisms (e.g. Chalk-Harrod type, ionic 
hydrosilation, or a hypothetical [2+2] alkene-Ru=Si 
cycloaddition) fail to explain the substrate scope and selectivities. 
In the proposed olefin hydrosilation mechanism, the silylene 
complex is regenerated by the same type of double Si—H 
activation pathway as was proposed for rhodium silylene 
complexes during ketone hydrosilation reactions.[99a-c] However, 
the proposed olefin hydrosilation mechanism is unique in 
featuring the insertion of the alkene into an unactivated Si—H 
bond. This latter aspect of the mechanism is distinct from all of 
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the other well-established electrophilic hydrosilation 
mechanisms. The ionic mechanism and the rhodium silylene 
mechanism involve insertion of the unsaturated substrate into an 
Si—H bond that is first activated by the catalyst. In this regard, 
the silylene mechanism for alkene hydrosilation is reminiscent of 
the Zheng-Chan mechanism for ketone hydrosilation, which 
proposed insertion of a ketone substrate into a terminal Si—H 
bond.[24] Subsequent studies have observed this type of 
reactivity in stoichiometric transformations of the silylene 
complex 42 and ketones such as benzophenone (Scheme 
53).[85d] Note that this latter reactivity was confirmed to involve 
direct insertion into the Si—H bond of 42 since analogues of 42 
that lack a free Si—H bond (i.e. [Ru]=SiRRꞌ derivatives) only 
form simple adducts with ketones. 
 
Scheme 53. Insertion of a ketone into the Si—H bond of a silylene ligand. 
Many of the key steps of the silylene mechanism for olefin 
hydrosilation have been examined individually using closely 
related osmium derivatives. For example, a sequential Si—H 
activation process was observed to form a silylene complex 
starting from osmium complex 50 that serves as a synthon for 
the 14-electron fragment [Cp*(iPr3P)Os]+ (Scheme 54).[106]  
 
Scheme 54. Demonstrating silylene formation by double Si—H activation 
using an osmium complex related to 42. 
The alkene insertion process was examined in greater 
detail by comparing the reactivity of 49 with a neutral silylene 
derivative Cp*(iPr3P)(H)Os=Si(H)(trip) (51) that is formally 
related to 49 by a difference of one proton (Scheme 55).[87b] The 
neutral complex 51 does not exhibit reactivity with 1-hexene at 
80 °C, while the cationic complex reacts rapidly at -78 °C. 
Calculations suggest that cationic character at Si in 49 is 
important for the high reactivity exhibited by this silylene 
complex, whereas in the neutral system this type of resonance 
structure requires unfavorable charge separation (Scheme 
55).[87b] The silyl cation resonance structure of 49 results from an 
absence of π-back-donation from the metal, and this once again 
illustrates the importance of cationic character in a complex for 
rendering silicon electrophilic by reducing back-donation.  
 
Scheme 55. Comparison of cationic and neutral osmium silylene complexes. 
Notably, the adduct between the substrate and silicon in the 
active system can be described as an olefin coordinated to a 
silyl cation, and this bonding motif is reminiscent of 
intermediates in the ionic mechanism in which the substrate is 
bound to a silyl cation. Evidence for this type of intermediate 
with 49 was provided by determining kH/kD = 0.8(1) for the 
reaction with 1-hexene, which is consistent with a secondary KIE 
involving rehybridization of silicon from a trigonal planar to a 
tetrahedral geometry. 
Computational studies provide support for the proposed role 
of silylene complexes in olefin hydrosilations.[107] Interestingly, 
however, these studies and a recent structural investigation 
reveal that the hydrides of the ruthenium silylene complex 42 
interact strongly with the empty silicon 3p orbital.[29,107] This 
indicates that these silylene complexes have a significant 
degree of η3-H2Si(H)R character, and invites further comparison 
to other electrophilic Si—H σ-complexes. This aspect of the work 
on the silylene complex 42 is discussed further in Section 5.2. 
 
4.4. Olefin and Ketone Hydrosilations Using Iridium Silylene 
Complexes 
 
The olefin hydrosilation pathway elucidated for ruthenium and 
osmium silylene complexes is also possible for silylene 
complexes supported by other metals such as iridium (Scheme 
56). This was demonstrated using the PNP-pincer supported 
cationic iridium silylene complexes 43,[87c,d] which is an active 
catalyst for olefin hydrosilations with similar selectivities to those 
displayed by the ruthenium catalysts 42 and 48. Further 
investigation provided additional support for mechanistic 
similarities between hydrosilations catalyzed by these different 
silylene complexes. Additionally, the iridium catalyst 43 was 
examined as a catalyst for carbonyl hydrosilation reactions, and 
a mechanism similar to the rhodium silylene mechanism may be 
possible using 43.[85e] These studies support the possibility that a 
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variety of transition metals can support related reactivity 
involving silylene ligands. 
 
Scheme 56. Iridium silylene complexes involved in olefin and/or ketone 
hydrosilation reactions. 
 The earliest studies of iridium silylene complexes in 
hydrosilation reactions predate those of olefin hydrosilations 
catalyzed by ruthenium complex 42. A study published in 2002 
described the reactivity of the silylene complex 
[BPPh3]Ir(H)2=Si(H)trip (52, formed in situ and observed by NMR 
spectroscopy) with cyclooctene to provide a new silylene 
complex with a cyclooctyl group on silicon (Scheme 57).[108] 
Possible mechanisms for this transformation were considered, 
and these include pathways involving addition of the alkene 
across the Ir=Si bond or isomerization of the silylene complex to 
a silyl species, followed by Chalk-Harrod type hydrosilation 
steps. However, considering subsequent work on hydrosilations 
involving silylene complexes, the hydrosilation reaction observed 
for 52 likely involves direct insertion of the alkene into the 
silylene Si—H bond. 
 
Scheme 57. Early example of a hydrosilation process observed between a 
silylene ligand and an olefin. 
More detailed investigations of iridium silylene complexes in 
alkene hydrosilations were reported starting in 2008 using the 
PNP-supported silylene complex 43.[87c] A 5 mol % loading of 
this complex was found to catalyze hydrosilations of 1-hexene 
and styrene at 60 °C in C6D5Br. This process was found to be 
effective using several primary silanes, but was ineffective with 
secondary silanes. The catalyst 43 was reported to engage in 
stoichiometric hydrosilations with 1-hexene and cyclooctene to 
form new silylene complexes with conversion of the Si—H bond 
to an alkyl group (Scheme 58).  These results point toward a 
mechanism analogous to that operating for ruthenium silylenes. 
Additional support for this possibility was provided by DFT 
calculations, which indicated that the silicon center of 43 is 
electron deficient, as in 42 and 49. Follow-up work on this 
system provided additional support for the proposed mechanism, 
and focused on the product-forming, silane-exchange process 
rather than the Si—C and C—H bond-forming steps.[87d] 
 
Scheme 58. Stoichiometric hydrosilation process observed between catalyst 
43 and a terminal alkene. 
The silylene complex 43 and a closely related SiPh2 
derivative 54 were examined as catalysts in hydrosilations of 
carbonyl containing substrates.[85e] Note that a different iridium 
silylene catalyst [Cp*(Me3P)(H)Ir=SiAr2]+ (53) had previously 
been examined as a catalyst in ketone hydrosilations.[85f] This 
complex catalyzed the hydrosilation of a number of ketones with 
Ph2SiH2, but mechanistic investigations did not provide very 
clear insight into the catalytic cycle of these reactions. Thus, it is 
notable that the studies of 43 and 54 involve significant efforts to 
understand the mechanisms of hydrosilation reactivity. 
Benzophenone and benzaldehyde were found to insert into 
the Si—H bond of 43 (Scheme 59), but this stoichiometric 
reactivity did not provide a route for catalytic hydrosilation of 
these substrates with the primary silane MesSiH3. Complex 43 
was, however, effective at catalyzing the hydrosilation of 
benzophenone with a secondary silane Ph2SiH2. Higher yields 
were obtained when Ph2SiH2 was added to 43 prior to adding 
the ketone, and this suggested that a Ph2SiH2-derived silylene 
complex (i.e. [Ir]=SiPh2, 54, Scheme 60) might be the actual 
catalyst. Indeed, a 1 mol % loading of 54 (in isolated form) was 
effective at mediating the hydrosilation of benzophenone with 
Ph2SiH2 after 5 h at ambient temperatures in C6D5Br (Scheme 
60). 
One mechanistic possibility for this transformation is 
analogous to the mechanism proposed for rhodium-catalyzed 
hydrosilations involving silylene complexes, and was supported 
by the observation of adduct formation between 54 and 
benzophenone or DMF to provide isolable base-stabilized 
silylene complexes (Scheme 61).[85e] However, the apparent 
stability of the benzophenone adduct of 54 (54•O=CPh2) is 
somewhat peculiar if it is an intermediate in a catalytic 
hydrosilation reaction that occurs readily at room temperature. It 
might be expected that 54•O=CPh2 would undergo facile hydride 
transfer from iridium to the ketone to provide a complex with an 
alkoxy-substituted silyl ligand. It is possible that this hydride 
transfer must be promoted by the coordination of an additional 
equivalent of Ph2SiH2 to iridium, and thus does not occur under 
stoichiometric conditions. Unfortunately, further mechanistic 
investigation involving a deuterium labeling experiment failed to 
provide additional insight into the catalytic mechanism. Thus, it 
remains speculative as to whether the adduct 54•O=CPh2 is 
actually an intermediate, or just an off-cycle catalyst resting state.    
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Scheme 59. Stoiciometric hydrosilation reaction observed between the Si—H 
bond of 43 and the carbonyl group of a ketone or aldehyde. 
 
Scheme 60. Ketone hydrosilation catalyzed by an iridium silylene complex 
derived from a secondary silane. 
 
Scheme 61. Adduct formation observed between the ketone hydrosilation 
catalyst 54 and a ketone substrate. 
 
 
 
5. Electrophilic Complexes with Multiple M—
H—Si 3-Center 2-Electron Bonds 
 
5.1. Types of M—(H)n—Si Species and Their Relationship to 
Electrophilic Silylene Complexes and σ-Complexes 
 
In addition to silylene complexes and η1/η2-H—SiR3 σ-
complexes, there are additional types of silicon-containing metal 
complexes with electrophilic silicon. For such complexes, the 
Lewis acidic behavior of the silicon center is derived from 
unusual bonding motifs involving multiple M—H—Si 3c 2e bonds 
and no direct M—Si σ-bond (Scheme 62).[25a,109] The chemistry 
of such species has been developed since the late 1990’s,[110] 
making this area of study newer than that of silylene complexes 
and σ-complexes featuring a single M—H—Si 3c 2e bond. 
Bonding motifs with multiple M—H—Si interactions involving a 
single silicon center remain rare, but group 8 metals have been 
identified as reliably forming these types of complexes when 
supported by strongly donating, soft ligands such as Cp, Cp*, 
and phosphines.[25a,109,110] The first examination of the reactivity 
of one of these species was reported less than ten years 
ago,[30a] and the only detailed hydrosilation studies have 
appeared in the past few years.[25,29] Despite the limited study of 
these complexes, they are notable for exhibiting similarities to 
silylene complexes and η1/η2-H—SiR3 complexes. Studies of 42 
and 55 were a significant factor in motivating us to compare and 
contrast these different types of electrophilic silicon species.  
 
 
 
Scheme 62. Hydrosilation catalysts that feature multiple M—H—Si 3c 2e 
interactions with a single silicon center. 
The ruthenium complexes 42 and 55 are the most important 
examples in the study of the reactivity of electrophilic species 
with multiple M—H—Si bonds. Complex 55 features an η3-
H2SiRRꞌ ligand in which two Si—H bonds of the silane bind to 
two open coordination sites of the 14-electron [PhBP3]Ru—H 
moiety. Recent structural studies of complex 42 reveal that this 
species, previously described as a silylene complex, also has 
considerable η3-H2Si(H)Mes character. The relation of η3-
H2SiRRꞌ complexes to isomeric M(H)2=SiRRꞌ species is an 
interesting aspect of the study of η3-silane complexes, and can 
be understood as a continuum between the two structure types 
(Scheme 63).[25a,29] This continuum is comparable to that of 
structures between η2-H—SiR3 and H—M—SiR3 complexes. As 
such, the distinction between η3-H2SiRRꞌ and M(H)2=SiRRꞌ 
bonding motifs depends significantly on the role of back-
donation in activating the Si—H bonds. Since greater MàSi 
back-donation leads to a more silylene-like electrophilic structure, 
it is intuitive that η3-H2SiRRꞌ ligands, which receive less electron 
density from the metal, are also electrophilic. Thus, the Lewis 
acidity of the silicon center in η3-H2SiRRꞌ complexes can be 
understood in terms of Si—HàM donation without 
compensation by back-donation, much like the description of 
bonding in η1-H—SiR3 complexes.  
An examination of the molecular orbitals involved in the M—
(H)2—Si bonding motif reveals that the electrophilic character of 
silicon can be understood in greater detail by noting orbital 
similarities to silylene complexes (Scheme 63b,c). In particular, 
the LUMO’s of both interactions consist of a π*-symmetry 
combination of a ruthenium 4d orbital and a silicon 3p orbital.[25a] 
Note that the absence of hydrogen 1s orbitals in the LUMO of 
the η3-H2Si complexes is a result of symmetry considerations, 
and makes this orbital non-bonding with respect to the Si—H 
and Ru—H interactions.  
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Scheme 63. a) Continuum between η3-H2SiRR’ and silylene structure types. 
b) Orbitals involved in M(η3-H2Si) bonding. c). Orbitals involved in the M=Si π-
bond of silylene complexes 
The first reports of η3-H2Si bonding appeared in 2000 with 
the description of a diruthenium complex (57, Scheme 64) 
featuring SiH4 bridging between two (Cy3P)2(H)2Ru fragments 
via a pair of η3-H2Si interactions.[110e] This species was derived 
from a ruthenium-mediated redistribution of substituents on 
PhMeSiH2, but the reactivity of 57 has not been described. A 
mononuclear iron η3-H2SiRRꞌ complex [PhBPiPr3]Fe(H)(η3-
H2SiRRꞌ) (58) was reported several years later,[30b] and is very 
similar to the ruthenium complex 55. The reactivity of 58 has not 
been examined, though it was suggested that 58 might exist in 
equilibrium with an FeIV tris-hydrido silylene complex. It would 
not be until more recent studies of 55 that the η3-H2Si bonding 
motif would be recognized as providing a reactive, electrophilic 
silicon center without equilibration to a silylene structure.[25a] 
 
 
Scheme 64. Additional examples of complexes with multiple M—H—Si 
interactions. 
Other bonding motifs with multiple M—H—Si 3c 2e bonds 
have been studied, and there are a small number of examples in 
which these species are implicated in hydrosilation reactions. 
These examples involve species that feature an R3Si—HàRu 
interaction and also a Ru—HàSi interaction to render the silicon 
5-coordinate.[30a,c] Though this bonding motif is relatively 
uncommon, a number of examples have been discovered since 
the late 1990’s.[110c,d] Note that the term SISHA (secondary 
interaction between silicon and hydrogen atoms) has been 
introduced to refer to the Ru—HàSi interaction.[109b] These 
complexes can alternatively be described as possessing an [η3-
H2SiR3]- hydridosilicate ligand if both Si—H interactions are 
strong. This was the case for the iron complex 
Cp(iPr2MeP)Fe(η3-H2SiR3) 56 that was described in 2008 as a 
ketone hydrosilation catalyst, in the first report of this type of 
species in catalysis.[30a] 
 
 
 
5.2. η3-H2Si(H)R Character of the Olefin Hydrosilation 
Catalyst Cp*(iPr3P)Ru(H)2=Si(H)R  
 
The first reports of silylene complexes in olefin 
hydrosilation catalysis utilized the Et2O stabilized silylene 
complex 48, which was presumed to readily dissociate the 
coordinated Lewis base to provide a reactive silylene complex of 
the type 42.[87a] Experimental hydrosilation studies with related 
osmium and iridium silylene complexes also suggest that 
silylene complexes can engage in olefin hydrosilation 
reactivity.[87b-d] Interestingly, however, there have been 
computational studies with the model complex 42-DFT which 
features two significant Ru—H—Si interactions (Scheme 65), 
and thus can be described as the η3-H2Si complex 
Cp(H3P)Ru(η3-H2SiH2).[107] The truncated ligands of 42-DFT are 
significantly less electron-donating than those of the actual 
complex 42, and it is possible that this discrepancy might 
account for the η3-H2Si structure in 42-DFT while the 
experimentally examined species 42 might still be better 
described as a silylene complex. This possibility could not 
initially be assessed experimentally since the silylene complex 
was available only in the stabilized form 48 and structural data 
was not available for this complex. Note also that the DFT 
calculations of the hydrosilation mechanism with 42-DFT 
indicate that coordination of the olefin substrate results in 
significant lengthening of the Si—H distances (Scheme 65),[107] 
and this suggests that the structure of the base-stabilized 
complex 48 would not necessarily provide information about 42. 
 
 
 
Scheme 65. Hydrosilation mechanism examined by DFT calculations for the 
model complex 42-DFT.[107]  
New synthetic pathways to 42 (see Scheme 46) allow direct 
characterization of this species without coordinated solvent.[93c] 
Characterization of 42 by NMR spectroscopy revealed a 
downfield 29Si resonance (δ 229) that is characteristic of a 
silylene ligand (typical 29Si δ > 200 ppm). However, the 1H NMR 
spectrum revealed satellites for the Ru—H signal, and these 
demonstrate a large JSiH value (58 Hz). This data indicates the 
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presence of significant Ru—H—Si bonding, and is thus 
consistent with an η3-H2Si(H)Mes structure. The η3-H2Si and 
M(H)2=Si structures appear to be close in energy, as evident 
from the observation that the SiPh2 derivative has a more 
downfield 29Si NMR chemical shift (339 ppm) and JSiH-coupling is 
not detected for this silylene derivative. Further investigation of 
42 included the determination of its solid state structure by 
single crystal X-ray diffraction (Scheme 66).[29] This revealed a 
structure with short Si—Hhydride contacts (dSi—H ≈ 1.75 Å) that 
indicate some elongation from unactivated silane Si—H bonds 
(dSi—H ≈ 1.48 Å), but which still suggest fairly strong Si—H 
bonding. The NMR and structural characterization of 42 provide 
strong evidence that this species is best described by one of the 
intermediate resonance structures presented in Scheme 63a. 
Notably, this observation provides evidence for a double Si—H 
activation pathway in which the two Si—H bonds undergo 
symmetric, simultaneous elongation rather than two sequential 
single Si—H cleavage steps as presented in Scheme 47a. 
 
 
Scheme 66. Solid state structure determined for complex 42 that shows that 
the hydride ligands are tilted towards the silylene ligand. 
5.3. Electrophilic Hydrosilation Reactivity of 
[PhBP3]Ru(H)(η3-H2SiRRꞌ) Complexes  
 
Shortly before the revelation that complex 42 has a structure 
that is a hybrid of silylene and η3-H2Si resonance contributors, 
we began studying the electrophilic character of a different 
ruthenium η3-H2SiRRꞌ complex [PhBP3]Ru(H)(η3-H2SiRRꞌ) 
(55).[25a] Though these studies are relatively recent, the [PhBP3]- 
ligand appears to provide good crystallinity for these complexes 
as well as useful NMR characteristics that have enabled 
progress in studying the electrophilic properties of 55 in 
stoichiometric and catalytic transformations.  
Complex 55 is readily prepared by treatment of the dimeric 
ruthenium starting material {[PhBP3]Ru(µ-Cl)}2 with a small 
excess of a secondary silane (Scheme 67). The straightforward 
synthesis of 55 is reminiscent of the simple reaction conditions 
often reported for the formation of electrophilic η1- and η2-H—
SiR3 complexes. Structural and NMR spectroscopic 
characterization of derivatives of 55 revealed that these species 
are best described as η3-H2SiRRꞌ complexes with essentially no 
contribution from silylene resonance structures. The solid-state 
structures of derivatives of 55 (Scheme 68a) feature short Si—H 
distances (dSi—H = 1.48 – 1.66 Å) and long Ru—H distances  
 
 
 
Scheme 67. Simple conditions for conversion of a ruthenium precatalyst into 
55 and its base adducts 55•L. 
 
 
Scheme 68. Solid state structures of: a) The SiEt2 derivative 55SiEt2, and b) 
The DMAP adduct 55SiEt2•(DMAP).[111] 
 
(dRu—H = 1.73 – 1.85 Å) that are comparable to the Si—H and 
Ir—H distance of the Ir(η1-H—Si) interaction in 30 (dSi—H = 
1.48(3) Å, dIr—H = 1.94(3).[111] Interestingly, the geometry of the 
Ru(η3-H2Si) interaction in 55 enforces very short Ru—Si 
distances that are comparable to those found in silylene 
complexes even though there is no direct Ru—Si bonding 
apparent in 55. The 29Si chemical shifts (δ 141 – 175 ppm) for 55 
derivatives are downfield, but less so than those usually 
observed for terminal silylene ligands (29Si > 200 ppm). 
Additionally, each Si—H interaction in 55 has a JSiH value of ca. 
100 Hz that is characteristic of an Si—HàM interaction with 
minimal back-donation from the metal. For comparison, note that 
the iridium η1-H—SiEt3 complex 30 exhibits JSiH = 79 Hz for the 
bridging hydride ligand resonance.[51a]  
Similar to silylene complexes, 55 forms stable adducts with a 
variety of Lewis bases (e.g. 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), 
THF, and PMe3, Scheme 67), and this property distinguishes the 
reactivity of η3-H2SiRR σ-complexes from that of electrophilic η1- 
and η2-H—Si complexes. Interestingly, the base-adducts of 55 
exhibit unique structural features (Scheme 68b) that differ from 
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the related adducts of silylene complexes with Lewis bases. As 
might be expected, the Si—H distances in 55•base are 
elongated considerably from those of 55, but these distances 
are not so elongated as to prevent Si—H bonding. Additionally, 
the terminal hydride in 55 engages in a bridging Ru—H—Si 
interaction in 55•base, such that there are three Ru—H—Si 
interactions in these base adducts. The Si—H component of 
these interactions is relatively weak (dSi—H = 1.8 – 2.1 Å), but the 
sum of three of these interactions appears to be sufficient to 
preclude formation of a direct Ru—Si bond. Thus, coordination 
of a base to 55 does not result in complete Si—H activation to 
provide a base-stabilized silylene structure. Instead, the bonding 
in adducts 55•base can be described by the resonance 
structures provided in Scheme 69. Note the inclusion of a 
charge-separated resonance structure in which silicon carries a 
formal positive charge. Thus, as with the other σ-complexes and 
silylene complexes, the electrophilic character of 55 can be 
understood in terms of the reactivity of a masked silyl cation. 
However, this description should be used cautiously in this 
system since the complicated bonding involving multiple Ru—
H—Si interactions makes it particularly difficult to accurately 
attribute reactivity to a single resonance contributor.  
 
 
 
Scheme 69. Resonance structures of the base adducts of 55. 
Complex 55 was found to be a highly active catalyst in ketone 
hydrosilation reactions,[25b] providing quantitative hydrosilation of 
benzophenone with PhMeSiH2 after 24 hours at 23 °C in C6D6 
using only a 0.01 mol % loading of 55. Several other ketone 
substrates underwent hydrosilations in excellent yields, with 
catalyst loadings of 1 – 2.5 mol % most commonly being used.   
It seemed possible that the electrophilic η3-H2SiRRꞌ ligand might 
be directly involved in this chemistry. Mechanistic studies 
revealed the availability of a Chalk-Harrod type hydrosilation 
pathway with a relatively small tertiary silane substrate EtMe2SiH, 
and a [PhBP3]Ru—OC(H)Ph2 complex was observed as a 
resting state under these conditions (23 °C in CD2Cl2) . However, 
tertiary silanes could not be used as substrates under conditions 
that provided high activity with secondary silane substrates 
(C6D6 as solvent). Additionally, a different resting state was 
observed for reactions using secondary silanes. These 
observations suggest that hydrosilation occurs by a different 
mechanism for secondary silanes. This possibility is supported 
by the observation that secondary silanes react with 
[PhBP3]Ru—OC(H)Ph2 in C6D6 to give catalytically inactive 
ruthenium species as the major products. Thus, this alkoxide 
complex was ruled out as a possible intermediate in the 
hydrosilation reactions using secondary silanes.  
A hydrosilation mechanism was proposed that involves 
formation of a 55•ketone adduct, followed by transfer of a 
hydride from one of the Ru—H—Si positions to the carbonyl 
carbon (Scheme 70). The resulting η2-H—SiRRꞌ(OC(H)Rꞌꞌ2) 
complex was identified as the resting state of the catalytic cycle 
by a variety of in situ NMR experiments, including some at low 
temperatures. At low temperatures, 55 was also observed as a 
resting state, and its Ru—H resonance exhibited perturbations 
consistent with equilibration between 55 a weakly bound ketone 
adduct. Rate law determinations and DFT calculations provided 
support for the mechanism depicted in Scheme 70. Note that 
many of the steps of this mechanism are similar to those of the 
Gade mechanism for ketone hydrosilation (Scheme 49) even 
though the intermediates involved in these two mechanisms 
differ considerably in structure. The mechanism for hydrosilation 
by 55 also has similarities to certain mechanisms proposed for 
hydrosilation reactions involving η1- and η2-H—SiR3 complexes. 
In particular, it has occasionally been proposed that substrates 
engage in frontside attack on the coordinated Si—H bond in 
these latter species to provide adducts and/or simultaneous Si—
H and Ru—H cleavage. Though it is unclear if such processes 
actually occur for η1/η2 σ-complexes, these features are present 
in the mechanism that appears to operate using 55 as a catalyst.  
 
 
 
Scheme 70. Possible mechanism of ketone hydrosilation utilizing the η3-
H2SiRR’ catalyst 55. 
 
Complex 55 engages in an interesting stoichiometric 
hydrosilation reaction with the isocyanide substrate XylNC that 
proceeds quantitatively within 1 min at ambient temperatures 
(Scheme 71).[25c,d] This stoichiometric process provides insight 
into the ability of η3-H2SiRRꞌ complexes to engage in 
hydrosilation reactivity. The transformation results in a 1,2-
hydrosilation of the isocyanide, which also generates a carbene 
ligand bound to ruthenium. A possible mechanism for this 
transformation is depicted in Scheme 71 and involves 
coordination of the isocyanide to the silicon center of 55 to form 
55•XylNC. This latter species was identified in situ at low 
temperatures (≤ -30 °C in CD2Cl2) by a variety of NMR 
experiments that clearly indicated its similarity to the isolable 
adduct 55•DMAP. The role of 55•XylNC as an intermediate in 
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the hydrosilation process was examined by DFT calculations. 
These calculations suggest that the silicon-bound isocyanide 
undergoes insertion into the Si—H portion of a Ru—H—Si 
interaction to form an iminoformyl silane intermediate that 
rearranges to the carbene complex product (60, Scheme 71). 
This mechanism was further supported by KIE studies. Note 
also that an alternate possible mechanism was eliminated by 
independently preparing a potential intermediate in which the 
isocyanide is bound to ruthenium, and observing that it does not 
form the carbene complex. Thus, the isocyanide hydrosilation 
mechanism appears to be well supported. Notably, the 
iminoformyl intermediate is formed by a 1,1-hydrosilation step 
that is similar to the 1,2-hydrosilation step indicated for ketone 
hydrosilations in this system. 
 
 
Scheme 71. Stoichiometric hyrosilation of an isocyanide via electrophilic 
activation by an η3-H2SiRR’ ligand. 
The carbene complex 60 was subsequently found to undergo 
further reactivity to form organosilicon products.[25d] The SiMePh 
derivative 60MePh releases a silacycloindoline product upon 
heating (≥ 60 °C, C6D6 or THF-d8, Scheme 72), and this product  
 
 
 
Scheme 72. Elimination of an organosilicon product from the carbene complex 
60MePh. 
is formally derived from hydrosilation, hydrogenation, and C—H 
functionalization of XylNC with PhMeSiH2. The η3-H2SiMePh 
complex 55MePh was regenerated in the presence of excess 
PhMeSiH2 in THF-d8, and turnover of the formation of the 
organosilane product was achieved by stepwise addition of the 
isocyanide. This pseudocatalytic process demonstrates that 
electrophilic η3-H2SiRRꞌ complexes can participate in catalytic 
cycles for transformations that are more complex than simple 
hydrosilations. Interestingly, a different complex transformation 
catalyzed by 55Et2 was observed between Et2SiH2 and two 
equivalents of XylNC, which results in the reductive coupling of 
the isocyanides to form a C=C bond (Scheme 73). This process 
also suffers from very  
 
 
Scheme 73. Catalytic isocyanide reductive coupling involving hydrosilation of 
the isocyanide by an electrophilic catalyst. 
limited efficiency, but catalytic turnover (TON = 2.7) was 
achieved in the presence of excess Et2SiH2 in THF-d8. 
Mechanistic investigations of both catalytic cycles suggested 
that the presence of multiple Ru—H—Si interactions in many of 
the intermediates was important for promoting the productive 
mechanistic pathways. Thus, the unusual bonding features of 
η3-H2SiRRꞌ complexes and related structures appear to be 
important for enabling these unique transformations. The 
resulting mechanisms distinguish the electrophilic η3-H2SiRRꞌ 
complexes from related electrophilic species such as silylene 
complexes and more common types of silane σ-complexes.  
The studies of the η3-H2SiRRꞌ complex 55 reveal that these 
complexes can mediate catalytic ketone hydrosilations and 
might also be useful for enabling new catalytic hydrosilation 
reactions. The participation of the electrophilic η3-H2SiRRꞌ ligand 
in these processes appears to be well supported by 
experimental and computational studies. Additional studies are 
still needed in order to fully confirm these mechanistic proposals. 
In particular, 55 appears to exist in equilibrium with a silylene 
complex,[97] and this latter species may be involved in 
hydrosilation processes in this system. This seems somewhat 
unlikely, since the silylene species is relatively high in energy, 
but more experimental and computational studies might be 
useful to more fully rule out this mechanistic possibility. It is 
important to continue these studies since η3-H2SiRRꞌ-mediated 
hydrosilations might be adapted to first-row transition metal 
catalysts or even main-group Lewis acid catalysts. These latter 
possibilities are discussed in more detail in Section 6 of this 
Review. 
 
 
5.4. Hydrosilation Reactions Involving Other Species with 
Multiple M—H—Si Bonds  
 
Investigations of 42 and 55 provide the most detailed reports 
of hydrosilation reactions involving complexes with multiple M—
H—Si 3c 2e bonds. Aside from η3-silane complexes, there are 
other types of transition metal complexes that feature multiple 
M—H—Si bonds. Complexes 56 (Scheme 62) and 59 (Schemes 
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64 and 74) have been described as possessing hydridosilicate 
ligands [η3-H2SiR3]- based on the presence of two nearly 
symmetric M—H—Si interactions.[30a,c] Note that the [PhBP3]Ru 
system also stabilizes hydridosilicate ligands,[112] but that these 
latter species have not been investigated as hydrosilation 
catalysts. In 2008, derivatives of 56 were examined as catalysts 
for the hydrosilation of benzaldehyede with PhSiH3 or PhMeSiH2  
(50 °C, 3 – 12 h, 5 mol % catalyst loading), marking one of the 
earliest studies of such a species in catalysis.[30a] However, the 
mechanism of these reactions was not investigated and it is not 
clear what role, if any, the [η3-H2SiR3]- ligand plays in catalysis. 
In this regard, it is relevant to note that a simple silane-free 
precursor complex [Cp(iPr2MeP)Fe(NCMe)2]+ was a more active 
catalyst for the hydrosilation of benzaldehyde than any of the 
hydridosilicate complexes examined. 
Complex 59 has not been investigated in hydrosilation 
reactions, but this ruthenium complex has been examined as a 
catalyst for silane hydrolysis reactions.[30c] This catalyst exhibits 
relatively low activity in these reactions, requiring heating to 
90 °C in order to obtain high yields within a reasonable time (2 – 
24 h) with a 2 mol % loading of 59. Despite the low activity, 
these studies are interesting for examining the role of the silicon 
species in the mechanism of the transformations. The authors 
proposed a mechanism that involves attack of water at the 
silicon center of the [η3-H2SiR3]- ligand with concurrent 
deprotonation of the water by one of the hydride ligands to form 
an η2-H2 ligand bound to ruthenium (Scheme 74). Note that this 
process involves frontside attack of the water molecule on a 
coordinated Si—H bond, and similar silane hydrolysis 
mechanisms have been proposed for reactions involving more 
common η2-H—SiR3 σ-complexes (see Scheme 22). Evidence 
for a frontside attack pathway using catalyst 59 was provided by 
the observation that the hydrolysis reactions proceed with 
retention of configuration when a chiral silane (R)-Me(α-
Np)PhSiH is used as the substrate, and computational 
investigations also supported the proposed mechanism. 
 
Scheme 74. Key step proposed in the silane hydrolysis reaction catalyzed by 
59.  
 
 
The examples of catalytic Si—O bond formation involving 
complexes that can be described as [η3-H2SiR3]- species have 
so far been very limited, and the two examples described above 
exhibit low activity. However, these studies are interesting in 
providing additional information about the roles that multiple M—
H—Si bonded structures can play in hydrosilation reactions. The 
results appear to support the possibility that such structure types 
enable electrophilic reaction pathways that have occasionally 
been suggested for more typical Si—H σ-complexes, but which 
are distinct from the well-established mechanisms for these 
complexes. 
 
6. Summary and Outlook 
 
It has been over 25 years since it was first suggested that 
Lewis acidic catalysts might transfer electrophilic character to a 
silane via the formation of Si—H σ-complexes. The earliest 
reported examples involve transition metal complexes, such as 
[(Ph3P)2(MeOH)2IrH2][SbF6] (13),[55] that were studied as 
catalysts for silane hydrolysis and alcoholysis reactions (see 
Section 3.2). However, these early studies provided only limited 
details of the electrophilic silicon intermediates involved in 
catalysis.[57-60] Subsequent improvements in synthetic 
techniques (e.g. use of fluorinated aryl borate or carborane 
anions) and analytical techniques (e.g. 1H-29Si 2D NMR 
techniques and improved single-crystal XRD methods) have 
provided researchers with more powerful tools to study 
electrophilic silicon species that are formed from silanes and 
electrophilic catalysts. There has been vigorous progress in this 
field over the past 10 years, and there are now several types of 
electrophilic silicon species that have been characterized in 
detail: transition metal and main-group Lewis acids with η1- or 
η2-H—SiR3 ligands (Sections 2 and 3), transition metal silylene 
complexes (Section 4), η3-H2SiR2 complexes (Section 5.1-5.3), 
and other species with multiple M—H—Si interactions (Section 
5.4). The recent advances in this field provide considerable 
insight into the similarities and differences among a wide range 
of electrophilic hydrosilation catalysts that have been studied 
over the past 20 years.  
The most well studied electrophilic hydrosilation catalyst is 
B(C6F5)3 (1), which in 1996 was reported to catalyzes ketone 
hydrosilation reactions (see Section 2.1) by the ionic 
hydrosilation mechanism depicted in Scheme 3.[19] This 
mechanism has gained widespread acceptance and B(C6F5)3 
has become the most widely studied electrophilic hydrosilation 
catalyst, capable of catalyzing an incredibly wide range of 
transformations. Despite this history, it was only very recently 
that a key intermediate, a borane-silane adduct, was isolated 
and fully characterized.[27] A resurgence of interest in 
electrophilic transition metal hydrosilation catalysts has also led 
to in-depth study of catalysts such as [(POCOP)Ir(H)(η1-H—
SiEt3)]+ (30).[71a] There is considerable evidence that 30 
catalyzes a variety of silane transformations via the ionic 
mechanism, and the key η1-H—SiEt3 intermediate was even 
isolated and structurally characterized[51a] prior to the reported 
isolation of a borane-silane adduct. Together, the studies of 1 
and 30 provide the strongest evidence of hydrosilation catalysis 
that operates by the ionic mechanism.  
A variety of other electrophilic main-group and transition-
metal based catalysts might operate by some variant of the ionic 
mechanism. Notably, this wide range of catalysts includes 
examples as dissimilar as phosphorus-based Lewis acids[46] and 
mid-transition metal complexes.[61] It is valuable to explore the 
full range of electrophilic catalysts since these studies may result 
in the development of catalysts that avoid the use of expensive 
transition metals or relatively toxic fluorinated organic groups. 
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Additionally, some electrophilic catalysts have been reported to 
enable reactivity and/or selectivity that are not possible with 
other catalysts. For example, ruthenium η2-H—SiR3 complexes 
catalyze challenging pyridine and nitrile hydrosilations in good 
yield and with high selectivity for a single product.[75,78] Even 
more interesting pyridine transformations were achieved with an 
electrophilic ruthenium complex possessing a cooperative basic 
site (a thiolate ligand). This latter complex catalyzes pyridine 
C—H silylations by a mechanism involving ionic 
hydrosilation/retrohydrosilation processes in addition to the C—
H functionalization.[79b] Further investigation of the wide range of 
electrophilic hydrosilation catalysts may lead to the discovery of 
more examples of unusual and challenging transformations. 
Other electrophilic catalysts operate by the formation of 
silylene ligands via the activation of two Si—H bonds of a 
primary or secondary silane. The 3-coordinate silicon center of 
the silylene ligand is electrophilic due to weak back-bonding 
from the electrophilic metal center, and thus, hydrosilation 
substrates can be activated upon binding to silicon.[15] The high 
reactivity of silylene complexes has been investigated for about 
as long as electrophilic Si—H σ-complexes have been studied, 
but notably, there are far fewer examples in which silylene 
complexes are associated with catalytic reactions. It is not 
entirely clear why these highly reactive species do not tend to 
engage in catalytic processes, but one possible explanation is 
that it is difficult to orchestrate the relatively sophisticated 
sequence of Si—H activations, reaction with the unsaturated 
substrate, and product releasing steps into a single catalytic 
cycle while avoiding potential deactivation pathways that result 
from the high reactivity of the silylene ligand. Nevertheless, there 
are examples of olefin hydrosilations involving silylene 
complexes that exhibit high catalytic activities and unique 
substrate selectivities.[87] Additionally, some hydrosilation 
reactions may occur via transient silylene complexes that form 
from simple precatalysts. Support for this possibility has been 
seen in investigations of rhodium-catalyzed ketone 
hydrosilations.[99] Considering the high reactivity of many silylene 
complexes, it is valuable to continue to explore these species as 
potential catalysts, with a particular emphasis on finding systems 
that are better able to release products to regenerate the 
silylene intermediates. 
A new electrophilic Si—H activation pathway has recently 
been demonstrated to involve coordination of two geminal Si—H 
bonds to a transition metal center to provide an η3-H2SiRRꞌ 
ligand. Interestingly, this activation pathway features similarities 
to the other σ-silane activation pathways and to the silylene 
activation pathway. The olefin hydrosilation catalyst 42 
possesses bonding that can be described as intermediate 
between that of a silylene dihydride complex and an η3-
H2Si(H)Mes complex,[29] while the ketone hydrosilation catalyst 
55 has weakly activated Si—H bonds, consistent with primarily 
η3-H2SiRRꞌ σ-complex character.[25a,b] These observations 
illustrate the existence of a continuum between η3-H2Si and 
silylene dihydride structures. The two extremes of this 
continuum are formally related by an unusual type of Si—H 
oxidative addition in which both coordinated Si—H bonds of the 
η3-H2SiRRꞌ ligand are activated and an M—Si bond is formed. 
Simultaneous Si—H activation is also observed upon 
coordination of a substrate to the η3-H2SiRRꞌ ligand, and in 
some cases this still does not fully cleave the Si—H bonds such 
that the resulting substrateàSi adduct maintains multiple M—
H—Si interactions and a 5- or 6-coordinate silicon center.[25a] 
These latter types of structures are particularly recent 
discoveries that merit further investigation, since substrate 
activation via these unusual structures may prove useful for 
enabling novel reactivity or fine-tuning selectivities of catalytic 
hydrosilations.  
Though there is considerable variety in the electrophilic 
silicon structures that are involved in hydrosilation reactions, 
these intermediates have several common features. In particular, 
the absence of MàSi back-donation appears to be an important 
feature that leads to electrophilicity of η1-H—SiR3 complexes, 
η3-H2SiRRꞌ complex, and silylene complexes. There has been 
considerable recent progress towards understanding the full 
details of these silane activation pathways, and these advances 
may illuminate the path towards development of efficient 
catalysts utilizing abundant first row transition metals or p-block 
elements. For example, the σ-silane activation pathways 
involving a single Si—H bond appear to be possible for almost 
any type of sufficiently electrophilic metal or metalloid catalyst. In 
contrast, silylene mechanisms may be more difficult to adapt to 
first-row and main-group catalysts since these pathways often 
rely on the catalyst engaging in Si—H oxidative addition process. 
However, iron and nickel complexes can support the formation 
of silylene ligands,[113] and thus it may be possible to develop 
some first-row metal silylene complexes that serve as 
hydrosilation catalysts. Additionally, η3-H2SiRRꞌ complexes 
appear to exhibit reactivity that is closely related to that of 
silylene complexes while avoiding the need for oxidative addition 
processes. It may thus be of value to investigate whether or not 
η3-H2SiRR’ ligands can be supported by other transition metals 
or even main-group Lewis acids that have two adjacent binding 
sites. 
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